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Abstract
In this thesis, we investigate, develop, and verify an approach to sense soft and
flexible materials based on the use of a tomographic technique known as Electrical
Impedance Tomography. The technique has been already used in different appli-
cation domains to sense rigid, or semi-rigid structures. In this work we wanted
to expand its application to situations that involve deformable domains in which
the the underlying geometry can change shape. The use of such capability can be
beneficial in applications related to the fields of robotics, rehabilitation, costumer
electronic devices, but also in the new field of soft robotics.
The technique used as transduction method allows to infer the internal struc-
ture of the domain under study by reconstructing its conductivity map. The use of
EIT as sensing mechanism allows to reduce the number of rigid components in the
systems, and enables the use of this sensing technique for large surfaces without
the need of sensing based on “matrix” structures (e.g. two-dimensional capacitive
or resistive sensors). By applying the technique to a material that changes its re-
sistivity according to applied forces, it is possible to identify these changes and
then localise the area where the force was applied.
In order to fully control all the parameters during the measurements, we devel-
oped a low-cost driving/measurement electronics and an inverse solver software.
We then tested the system in both two– and three-dimensional scenarios. For the
two-dimensional case, we used a conductive textile as domain under study and we
evaluate the sensor capabilities to detect forces applied over a single point, over
multiple points, and changes in the underlying geometry. For the three-dimensional
case, we developed a silicon-rubber conductive substrate by creating a mixture of
silicon rubber and dissolved carbon fibres. The resulting volume was than used to
simulate the elongation and the bending of a soft robotic arm, and to prove the
paradigm “the robot body is the sensor”.
The main contribution of the work is to introduce Electrical Impedance Tomog-
raphy to the field of deformable structure. The results are all promising, and open
the way for the application of such sensors in different robotic contexts where there
are strong requirements on the deformability and adaptability of the technology
used to develop these robotic devices.
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1Introduction
Robots and robotic system represent one of the most relevant technological inno-
vation of the current century, a revolution that is going to leave a deep impact
on the society by changing it in different ways. The process started from the in-
dustrial domain in which robots were used to increase productivity, quality and
repeatability of the manufactured objects. Then, thanks to the results in different
research fields, robots started to extend their applications to other domains then
the ones related to automation and made fast steps into our life by becoming more
ubiquitous and present both in the workspace, and in other daily activities. As the
process of integration continues, these devices provide innovation in the means
of simplifying tasks, and substituting humans in dangerous or heavy situations.
However, as the interaction space between human and robots becomes closer, the
use of robots can lead to dangerous situations in which humans can be injured by
the robot body—usually made of metals—as a consequence of miscalculation of
the robot motion due to unpredictable changes in the working environment. As a
consequence, additional precautions should be taken into account.
The investments in the robotic field lead to the development of many different
kinds of robots: factory automation systems that weld and assemble car engines;
medical devices that support surgeons in operations requiring high-precision ma-
nipulation; cars that drive automatically over long distances; vehicles for planetary
exploration; service robots that help in daily tasks, and “companion robots” that
assist or act as real partners for humans. These robots, mostly programmed to per-
form a single specific task, are commonly made of metal parts so that vibrations
and deformations of the structure, together with the drivetrain, do not reduce the
accuracy of the movement. To move such robots powerful electrical or hydraulic
motor are connected to each joint, encoders are used to estimate the robot position,
and sensors (e.g. force sensors, and cameras) are used to gather information about
the surroundings. While these solutions allow the robots to perform tasks in a fast,
precise, strong, and repetitive way, they also make them bulkier and difficult to be
moved outside of their confined, and well structured environment. As these robots
are moving out from the cages where they used to work in, they must become less
rigid in movements, less specialised, and able to perform in environment subjected
to the uncertainty while ensuring a safety.
2 1 Introduction
In fact, unlike industrial environments, spaces shared with humans are typically
unstructured, which means that events that happen in the surroundings can be
unpredictable also because of the humans presence. Solutions as the approaches
used in traditional industrial, where the control of robot end-effectors is achieved
by embedding prior knowledge about the object that has to be handled and the
environment into the robot’s control algorithm, can not be applied in similar cases.
Instead, perception need to be added to the robot’s control strategies. Additionally,
since robots interact directly with with humans, these must be adequately soft and
lightweight in order to prevent injuries during contacts and collisions. Features
such as compliance matching and biocompatibility are especially important for
applications in nursing and elderly care that require carrying, lifting, and other
forms of intimate contact. With conventional machines and rigid robots, safe and
comfortable human-machine interaction is possible but requires precision sensing,
fine motor control, and advanced feedback systems.
Robots, however, have not to be made necessarily of rigid metal components.
This has been proven by the emerging community that takes the name of soft
robotics [111]. The main idea takes its inspiration from the fact that soft elements
are ubiquitous in biological systems. They have optimised their configuration for
specific tasks according to the habitat they occupy. They are multifunctional and
did not evolved for only one specific functionality. This is possible by one of the
key feature of biological systems: compliance. It allows them to adapt their mo-
tion according to the environmental contingencies while maintaining robustness
in the control of the task they are performing (e.g. running on unstable terrain).
By studying how animals use soft elements to move in complex, unpredictable
environments we can acquire insights for emerging robotic applications that can
revolutionise the role of robots in the fields of healthcare, search and rescue, and
cooperating human assistance. Looking at biology for inspiration is not novel for
the robotic community. In fact, for more than 40 years [9, 61, 110, 133] many re-
searchers have been motivated to build better robots by adopting some of the
working principles of animals. Biological inspiration can be drawn from many as-
pects of animals, including their behavioural strategies, the physical structure of
their bodies, and the organisation of their nervous systems. Among these aspects
one that raised a lot of interest in recent years is about exploiting the softness of
the biological system to endow robots with capabilities that are not based on the
control system but in the properties and morphology of their bodies.
Soft robotics is already making an impact on the robotic community in many
different ways. Advantages include safety features such as not having sharp edges
and the ability to handle objects of different shapes and sizes. The softness gives
even more flexibility than what metallic systems would have. The use of soft de-
formable and variable stiffness materials in robotics represents an emerging way to
build new classes of robotic systems that are expected to interact more safely with
the natural, unstructured, environment and with humans, and that better deal
with uncertain and dynamic tasks (i.e. grasping and manipulation of unknown
objects, locomotion on rough terrains, physical contacts with human bodies, etc.).
In addition, because they are composed of materials that match the compliance of
biological elements, soft robots are mechanically biocompatible and capable of life-
like functionalities. These features will potentially lead to many of promising new
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Strenghts Weakness
Hard Robots
High accuracy in the move-
ments, and repeatability.
Can handle heavy loads.
Fixed working space. Heavy
body. Not safe for human
interaction. Work well in
structured environment.
Soft Robots
High dexterity. Can manip-
ulate delicate objects and
adapt to their size. Adapt-
able to the environment.
Save interaction.
Low accuracy and repeata-
bility of the task. Difficulties
in control. Reproducibility of
the device not always achiev-
able.
Table 1.1: Comparison between hard– and soft-type robots.
technologies, from soft wearable robots for human motor assistance and biologically
inspired field robots for autonomous exploration to soft and lightweight cooperative
robots that safely interact with people. A new generation of soft robots could not
only do the same jobs with less complex control built into their software programs,
but will also operate more safely around humans. However, introducing softness
into the mechanics involves design and control issues that differ completely from
those used in conventional hard robotic systems. In application domains such as
medical and personal co-robotics, soft machines allow a safe and bio-mechanically
compatible interaction with humans. Following the new paradigm, in the last years
different robots have been been developed. In contrast to conventional machines
and robots, these robots contain few or no rigid parts and are instead composed
of fluids, gels, soft polymers, and other easily deformable elements. As a field of
academic research, soft robotics is highly interdisciplinary and introduces several
challenges that demand further scientific exploration. In Table 1.1 the advantages
and disadvantages of hard and soft robotics are summarised.
1.1 The Rise of Soft Robotics
Soft robotics—as the branch of bio-inspired research field in which robots are
not only performing more natural motion but also made of soft and deformable
materials—is a young, promising, and growing research field. The need for soft
robots emerged in robotics to face the problem of unstructured environments, and
in artificial intelligence to provide an embodiment to implement the morphological
computation paradigm which is based on the the adaptability of body and its
interaction with the environment.
Using soft materials for building robots poses new technological challenges:
the technologies for actuating soft materials, for embedding sensors into soft robot
parts, for controlling soft robots are among the main difficulties. Though still in
its early stages of development, soft robotics is finding its way in a variety of
applications, where safe contact is the main issue, in the biomedical field, as well
as in exploration tasks and in the manufacturing industry.
Soft robotics is not just a new direction of technological development. ”The
use of soft materials in robotics is going to unhinge its fundamentals, as most of
the methods for analysis no longer stand” [81]. In fact, common techniques for
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kinematic and dynamic modelling in robotics cannot be used alone and must be
integrated with techniques for modelling continuum structures. Even the control
of the robot should be reconsidered, not only for the lack of adequate methods, but
also for the increased role of the interaction with environment. As a consequence,
a novel set of design and control principles that can act as a bridge between these
two different approaches has to be developed. By considering all these factors,
soft robotics is the broad term that represents a novel approach to robotics and
artificial intelligence and has the potential to produce a new generation of robots,
in support of humans in our natural environments.
The state of the art in soft robotics is increasingly rich, not only consider-
ing the robotic field alone. Following this new paradigm, several types of soft
biomimetic robots have been developed so far. These devices can execute tasks,
with some intrinsic limitation due to their deformable structures, in a similar way
to their rigid counterparts. As an example, a simple pneumatically-powered actua-
tor composed only by soft elastometers can perform, in a open loop configuration,
the function of a complex arrangement of mechanical components, electric motors
and feedback sensors [65, 75]. Beside this, they can exhibit other valuable prop-
erties. Soft grippers [19, 65] can handle fragile and uneven objects by deforming
their body and clutching around them. They can show different locomotion be-
haviors such as swimming [72, 139], crawling [125, 126], jumping [128, 137], and
walking [91,103,113,140] adapting their gait to different leg configurations and to
the underlying terrain. Due to their soft structure soft robots can easily squeeze
to pass through gaps and small holes [124] or beneath obstacles [65], and then re-
cover their initial shape and functionalities. Others can use attached micro-fluidic
layers in order to be easily spotted, e.g. in a rescue mission, or to camouflage with
the surroundings [99]. The paradigm of soft materials guides researchers towards
building inherently compliant machines that exhibit passive dynamics. This is an
important feature since it allows performing more natural movements rather than
robot-like ones. It has the potential to lead to robots that are more adaptable, ca-
pable, and safer than the existing ones. In addition, their soft structure can absorb
energy in case of an impact or adapt to meet the contact with an uneven object.
This makes them more suitable for human interaction as they pose minimal injury
risk in assistance applications such as helping elder or disable people [90,120].
Although soft robotic seems to provide distinct benefits to the robotic com-
munity, as mentioned above, there are enormous challenges and unique problems
to overcome in order to fully exploit their potential. For example, it is quite clear
that it is not possible to use standard materials and manufacturing processese to
build such robots. They require a change in the way we think about traditional
fabrication methods used in assembling electromechanical tools and devices. As
a result of these needs, new methods have been proposed and various materials
have been tested [26,38,39,161]. Furthermore, the use of such materials implies the
introduction of additional complexity into the system and in its control. Modelling
the kinematics and dynamics of a fully deformable system is not always straight-
forward since it exhibits non-linear behaviour and a high strain under normal
situations. Different solutions have been proposed [97,141,149] to tackle this prob-
lem but they address only specific condition and are not generalisable. Moreover,
sensors and actuators have to be embedded into the system during the fabrication
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process making them part of the reinforcement structure. This dual functional-
ity prevents the use of many traditional rigid actuators and sensors since their
bulky structure can limit the flexibility of the system. Actuators made from un-
conventional materials, such as shape memory alloys, piezoelectrical crystals, and
micro-chemical actuators can be adopted and used with such robots.
While many different actuators have been efficiently applied to soft robots,
more effort should be devoted to address their control challenges. Due to the
lack of dedicated technologies for soft robot control, and the fact that it is not
trivial to equip soft robots with sensors, sensorimotor control is normally miss-
ing in the soft robotics literature [81]. Additionally, there are limited choices of
commercially available sensors which can be embedded into soft robots, and once
embedded their power and signal cabling can reduce, or nullify, the flexibility of
the soft device. An other problem that should be considered is the fact that soft
robots contains infinite degrees of freedom (DoF) and it is impossible to capture
all the DoF into correspondingly actuators and sensors. This prevent the adoption
of traditional kinematic and dynamic control strategies used in rigid-structures. In
fact, soft materials exhibit both elastic and viscous responses, and therefore the
effects of applied forces propagate in the soft structure in an unpredictable man-
ner. Additionally, even though machine learning techniques to track the varying
dynamics of the robot and the environment have shown promising results, these
are tractable only in specified applications but can be challenging to extend these
to general-purpose platforms.
1.2 Aim of this Work
As mentioned earlier, one of the most challenging topics within the soft robotics
domain is providing sensing capability to the soft device. Considering the literature
on the topic, as it will be shown in following chapters, while sensory-motor control
and exteroceptive sensing is well identified, closing the loop for motor control and
the related proprioception has been investigated less due to the complexity in being
able to discriminate between the sensor response due to external forces/toques and
the one given by the deformation of the soft structure. By looking at the state of
the art, very few dedicated technologies have been developed and are currently in
use on such devices. Some have been developed with the new generation of robots
in mind, and as a consequence exploit the properties of the soft materials. Others,
instead, have been borrowed from different domains and then adapted to the novel
field (e.g. by embedding them into soft material) with the expected consequences
(i.e. stiffening of the structure). In fact, the compliance and morphology of soft
robots precludes the use of many conventional sensors including encoders, metal
or semi-conductor strain gauges, or inertial measurement units (IMUs). Although
flexible-bending sensors based on piezoelectric polymers are available as commer-
cial products, these may not be appropriate due to the need for all elements of the
system to be both bendable and stretchable.
Obtaining kinematic configuration information of soft bodied robots is one of
the current challenges in the field. The traditional approach, because of to the high
number of passive DoFs and its continuously deformable segmented body, results
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to be less effective. For this reason there is the need for new sensing techniques.
The basis of proprioceptive sensors for a soft robot is usually either non-contact
sensors or very low modulus elastomers combined with liquid-phase materials.
Because soft robots are actuated by generating curvatures, proprioception relies on
curvature sensors. Alternatively, exteroceptive sensing may be used to measure the
curvature of a soft robot’s body segments in real time. To expand the applications
of soft robotics, compatible chemical and biological sensors may be used to sense
environmental signals. Such sensors may be more compatible with soft robots than
the optical and audio recorders typically used in robotics.
Starting from the current state of the art, this research is motivated by the
following research questions
• How is it possible to provide sensing solution to soft robots without adding too
many stiff components to its structure?
• What is the best sensing capability for a soft robot?
• Which is the information we can acquire from these sensor?
• Can we obtain proprioception information from such sensor?
Among the various approaches that can be used in such contexts, we found very
promising the tomographic technique known as Electrical Impedance Tomography
(EIT) [109]. In this technique, a small current is injected into a conductive do-
main, and electric potentials are then measured around the boundaries in order to
infer the internal structure of the domain. Approaches that use this technique are
not new, and they have been used in different application domains, spanning from
geophysical inspection [76, 98] to biomedical measurements [12, 41], and recently,
robotic applications [74, 100]. In all of these applications, EIT has been used to
localise areas of inhomogeneity within the domain caused by the presence of ele-
ments that change the domain conductivity. If applied to a stretchable conductive
substrate—as in [32, 130, 131, 157, 158]—the technique can be used to develop a
flexible sensor with arbitrary size and shape that does not suffer from the presence
of wires within the sensing area. Even if it sounds promising, the technique has
some drawbacks, especially related to spatial resolution.
By exploiting this sensing technique, the aim of this dissertation is to investi-
gate and present a low-cost, small in size sensor that is able to adapt to different
surfaces and still provide information even when deformed. Following the bio-
inspired paradigm, the idea of using the body of the device as a unique sensing
unit (similar to many biological systems that have distributed dedicated sensors)
has been explored. The main idea is the whole body is a sensor, so we can achieve
distributed sensing without the need of many localised sensing unit. By exploit the
robot body as sensor we can overcome some of the limitations currently present
in the literature and thus provide the initial step in the development of dedicated
technology for sensorimotor control of soft robots.
1.3 Main Contribution
The use of EIT in robotic applications, as mentioned earlier, has already produced
interesting results but only when applied to rigid or semi-rigid domains. In this
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work, our main intent is to extend the application range of EIT to domains that can
deform, and use such technique to detect and monitor changes that not only occur
over the surface but also within the body of the device. The returned information
can be used as metrics to measure the deformation of the structure as consequence
of an applied force, together with data related to the force itself. In order to achieve
such goal, we need to develop a system that consists of the following components:
• A current injection/potential measurement system used to acquire data,
• an image reconstruction software,
• and a conductive domain used for sensing
Our main contribution is, starting from the current state of the art, the devel-
opment of a simpler and effective sensor that can be used in novel research areas
where simplicity in the hardware architecture and deformability of the device are
the key points. The sensor we developed is small in size, so the circuitry and the
cable assemble that compose the whole electronics do not interfere with the mor-
phological changes of the device where it is embedded, and modular to adapt to
different situations. As this thesis will show, a thorough study of EIT has been
carried out, and the results presented can have a positive impact in the field of
soft robotics, and in others where EIT can provide solutions to current problems.
In this thesis, we analyse the the interdisciplinary nature of the field, and we
address all the aspects related to developed hardware (electronics and sensor),
and software have been practically realised. The developed system has been tested
to demonstrate its working capabilities both in generic situation, and in possible
practical cases. In these experiments we showed that the sensor is able to detect
single, and multiple events when forces are applied independently and simultane-
ously, to identify changes in curvature and the presence of external events, and to
maintain its sensing capabilities even when subjected to large deformations. Ad-
ditionally, the use of EIT as transduction technique allows to reduce the number
of rigid components in the systems, and enables the use of this sensing technique
for large surfaces without the need of sensing based on “matrix” structures.
1.4 Thesis Outline
The research presented in this thesis is organised in nine chapters. After the intro-
duction to the research field and the problem treated in this dissertation presented
in this chapter, chapter 2 introduces the state of the art of sensors used in the soft
robotic domain. Chapter 3 presents the main core of this thesis by providing the
basis of the imaging reconstruction algorithms, together with details about the
mathematical model used to solve an EIT problem. The measurement system,
which consists of a driving and readout electronics, and a MATLAB® based con-
trol software, will be presented and discussed in chapter 4. In the same chapter we
will be also introduce and discuss the methodology used for the development of
the structures used as sensing layers. Chapter 5 will introduce a series of prelim-
inary experiments used to characterise the textile-based conductive domain used
in later applications. These applications are introduced and discussed in chapter
6. Results of the experiments carried out on the developed continuum soft-bodied
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sensor, instead, will be presented in chapter 7. Finally, a general discussion on the
results is presented in chapter 8 followed by conclusions and a consideration about
future work presented in chapter 9.
Various parts of this thesis have been published or are in the process of pub-
lication. The background information about EIT in chapters 3 and 4, along with
preliminary results of the deformable sensitive fabric sensor in chapter 5, have
been published in a conference paper and then extended into one journal publi-
cation. The results presented in chapter 6 have been published in three different
conference papers.
2Toward the Development of a Dedicated Sensor
for Soft Robots
Sensing is one of the fundamental property a system must posses to detect events
or changes in its configuration or in the surroundings. This information is then used
to plan novel sequences of actions to complete the assigned task while adapting
to those changes. The problem of providing sensing capabilities to robots and
robotic systems has been studied extensively in the last years, and now many
solutions are available for the community. While these can be directly applied in
the classical, rigid-link robot case, if soft robots are considered, the use of the
available sensors require further adaptation due to the complications that arrise
when rigid components are embedded into the soft structure of the robot. In fact,
one of the most challenging topics in this field is related to the development of
dedicated sensors that can be easily embedded into the robot’ structure without
limiting its deformability, and that remain usable even when it is subjected to
large deformations.
In this chapter, we will introduce some of the most interesting examples of
sensors that have been adapted or developed for the soft robotic domain. We are
mainly focusing on those presented in the last 10 years, but we will not consider
chemical sensors even though they are promising for future applications [155].
2.1 Sensors for Soft Robots
Sensors can be classified according to different parameters. Depending on the lo-
cation where they are placed over a robot body, the sensing capability can be
classified as extrinsic or intrinsic. Intrinsic sensors, used to replicate the kinaes-
thetic sensing of biological systems, are usually placed within the structure of
the robotic system and the acquired data is in the form of magnitude of applied
force or torque. Extrinsic sensors or tactile sensors, instead, are placed as contact
interfaces and are used to capture local information provided by the interaction
with the surrounding environment. The extrinsic sensors can be further divided
accordingly on the resolution they can achieve and the application domain. An-
other classification can be based on the mechanical properties of the sensors: they
can be labeled as rigid, flexible, compliant, stretchable, and so on. An additional
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classification can be made with regards to the physical nature of the transduction
method.
Change of capacitance, resistance, optical distribution, electrical charge can be
used in a sensing system, and they are referred as transduction. With the change
of the transduction method, the type of sensors varies. In the following sections,
a survey on the different types of transduction methods will be given. Despite the
efforts made to prove the effectiveness of different types of transduction princi-
ples, various issue have strongly limited the development of embedded systems.
Advantages and disadvantages of each sensor type are summarised in Table 2.1.
Despite the advancements in the sensor development, in the literature only few
studies address the complete integration of soft sensors within soft-bodied robotic
systems. Among the main reasons why it has not been done, there is the com-
mercial availability of sensors for a precise mechanical design and are specialised
for a particular platform and its tasks. As any robotic system, in order to reach
their full functionality soft robots require tailor-made solutions. As a consequence,
a dedicated technology is needed. The lack of dedicated sensors for soft robots
is also motivated by the fact that miniaturisation and the hardness brought by
the embedded cables still represent a limitation to the design of small sized em-
bedded sensors. Additionally, most of the proposed solutions share a common
Type Advantages Disadvantages
External sensors [59,94]
Many commercial solutions
exist, simple to manufacture,
high precision
Work in structured environ-
ment, not applicable in avery
domain
Piezoresistive sensors [37,48]
Different commercial solu-
tions exist,easy to manufac-
ture, can be flexible.
Non-linear response, tem-
perature and moistness de-
pendence, fatigue, perma-
nent deformation, hysteresis.
Capacitive [143,152]
A number of commercial so-
lutions, can be flexible, may
have higher bandwidth than
piezoresistive.
Susceptibility to electro-
magnetic noise, sensitivity
to temperature, non-linear
response, hysteresis.
Piezoelectric sensor [23,156] Very high bandwidth.
Temperature dependence,
dynamic sensing only.
Quantum tunnelling com-
posite [64]
Linear response, higher dy-
namic range (w.r.t. capaci-
tive and piezoresistive).
More complex for manufac-
turing (w.r.t. capacitive and
piezoresistive).
Optical sensors [85,96]
High spatial resolution, high
sensitivity, repeatability, im-
munity to EM noise.
Bulky, high-power consump-
tion, high computational
costs.
Sensors based on barometric
measurements [27]
High bandwidth, high sen-
sitivity, temperature and
moistness independence.
Low spatial resolution.
Structure borne sound sen-
sors [15]
High bandwidth. Dynamic sensing only.
Table 2.1: Comparison between the different methods used in the development of
sensors.
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disadvantages: the sensor’s readings are relative to a specific area of the device.
This, by itself, is not a limit—in fact, most of the commercially available sensors
have the same characteristic—but in the case of soft robotics it can be an issue
during the design and development process. In fact, the sensor position should be
known in advance and if a wider or different region should be sampled it would
require a re-design and re-development of the robot to house the additional cables
and electronic circuits. In addition, the presence of additional stiff components
can compromise or worst nullify the advantages obtained by the use of the soft
materials.
2.2 Shape Estimation
In order to reconstruct the shape configuration of the robot, it is important to be
able to retrieve the position of all of its components, and then derive the robot
overall configuration. The usual approach of applying an encoder to each joint of
the robot is not possible when soft robots are considered. In fact, these robots
are usually treated as continuum structures and thus considered to have infinite
degrees of freedom (DoF - the number of parameters in a system that may vary
independently). As a consequence, it is not possible to deploy a sensor and thus
track the position of each of the DoF of the robot. The state of the art contains
different methods to track portion of the body and then reconstruct its overall
structure.
2.2.1 External Sensor
Different approaches have been used to address this problem using both internal
or external sensors. External sensing is based on the use of fiducial markers and
external cameras. In an early soft robotics work by Hannan et al. [59], the 2D
curvature of a 32 DoF elephant trunk-like continuum actuator is obtained by using
a high speed camera. The image processing returns the curvature of each section
and thus the full system configuration can be obtained. Similarly, in Marchese et
al. [94], camera and markers are used to closed-loop position control of a highly
compliant planar continuum manipulator made almost entirely of soft silicone
rubber. The position of the end-point is derived by computing the curvature of
each body segment. Additional information about the 3D shape of a soft interface
can be achieved with the use of a depth sensor, e.g. the Microsoft Kinect. Stanley
at al. [136] developed a haptic jamming tactile display that can change its shape
and mechanical properties simultaneously by adjusting the pressure inside the
individual cells. Even if promising, such controlling architecture is not suitable for
every situation, since it is not portable and difficult to use when the robot has to
move in confined spaces.
To enable the use of soft robots in real applications, it is important to progress
towards alternatives that imply a more “on-board approach”. This can be done by
using different transduction methods that allow the miniaturisation of the sensing
components.
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2.2.2 Optical Sensors
Light Emitting Diode (LED) and photodiodes can be used to measure deflection
angles when correctly placed within a deformable structure as in [36]. The deflec-
tion angle between the two planes can be extracted from the LED light intensity
detected by the photodiode due to the bell-shaped angular intensity profile of the
emitted light. The main advantage of this system is that the components are not
in physical contact with the deflection region as in the case of strain gauges and
similar sensing methods. The sensors have a high resolution—it can discriminate
angles with 1 degree of resolution—but all the tests have been performed in system
not made of soft materials. This may reduce the accuracy of the measurements due
to the different propagation angle of the light when it interacts with the interface
between two media.
The problem has been addressed by Yoshikai et al [159] who developed differ-
ent soft sensors to be used in a humanoid robot. Among these, a soft multi-axis
deformation sensor is proposed. It uses 3 infrared LEDs that are placed at the bot-
tom of the sensor, and light-receiving elements mounted on the surfaces facing the
LEDs. The whole rigid part is then molded into a urethane cube. Sensitivity and
detected forces of the sensor unit can be adjusted to some extent by changing the
property of the urethane foam. In the developed prototype, the sensor can detect
applied forces with range from 0 to about 1.4 kgf with a linear approximation.
By arranging different units of this sensor it is possible to create a soft substrate
that can be used as artificial skin. To improve tactile sensing an additional sensor
element has been developed using a pair of IMUs and a force sensor sandwiched
within a soft urethane foam. The sensors can provide different spatial information
on how the external shape of the structure changes according to the applied forces,
but the main challenge is in the information processing of the enormous amount of
tactile sensor information provided by each sensor. A simpler approach that uses
optical fibres as sensors to detect deflection angles is presented in [42]. The sensors
consist of a IR LED and four surface-mount IR phototransistor devices placed at
the end of four optic fibres. By combining the output of the four sensors, it is
possible to detect changes in the device shape. An interesting approach that uses
optical sensing to measure bending curvature in a soft manipulator is presented
in [123]. The method is based on light intensity modulation and uses light reflec-
tivity to determine the relative position in several channels that run the length of
the robot. The use of such technology allows the development of a low cost and is
temperature independent sensor.
A different approach to measure shear stresses is presented in [96]. In the paper,
a very thin and flexible (40µm) sensor foil is described. This bases its sensing on
the coupling change of optical power between a laser and photodiode chip that were
separated by a deformable sensing layer. The small package and the capabilities
of the sensor to capture µm-scale shear stress allow it to be used in applications
where conformable and unobtrusive sensors are desirable.
2.2.3 Strain Gauges
Strain gauges are among the most used sensing technologies to retrieve information
about shape changes. The working principle is simple, as the sensor increase its
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length, its cross section is reduced and thus the resistivity changes. With a proper
characterisation of this variation in the measurements, it is possible to obtain in-
sight about the change that is occurring. The measures are purely one-dimensional,
thus if more complex deformations occur, must be arranged to arrange multiple
sensors along the different axis.
One of the early works related to the development of soft sensors for soft actu-
ators is presented in [156]. In the paper a flexible displacement sensor is presented
that can keep the compliance of a soft actuator. The sensor consists in a structure
that contains non-conductive polymer within two layers of piezoelectric polymer.
By detecting the changes in the piezoelectric polymer it is possible to retrieve in-
formation about the displacement. In order to capture all the 3D motion of the soft
actuator (i.e. bending along any direction, and elongation), 3 sensors have been
mounted on the surface of the actuator. The sensor shows a linear relationship
between its output values and the measured ones, but also shows a large hystere-
sis due to the viscoelasticity of the material used to make the soft actuator. A
different approach has been used by Lee et al. [82] who developed a printable skin
adhesive stretch sensor used to measure rotation angle of a multi-axis joint. The
sensor has not been used directly on a soft robot, instead it was applied over a
human shoulder and could estimate its rotation angles. Lo et al. [87] embedded
different strain gauges in a custom-made deformable display to create a deformable
user interfaces. Position and direction of the strain gauges can be arranged in dif-
ferent configurations in order to better capture the deformation of the thin device.
A similar approach has been presented in [115] where a set of 16 strain gauges
have been embedded into a thin layer and its complex 3D surface shape has been
reconstructed.
2.2.4 Capacitive Sensors
Capacitive sensors typically consist of a dielectric layer sandwiched between two
conductive layers, whose thickness changes in response to an applied deformation.
To date, capacitive sensors have primarily been used in pressure, tactile, or shear
sensing. In [45] Frutiger et al. present a textile-mounted, capacitive soft strain
sensor fibres for detecting elongation strains. Each fibre consists of four concentric,
alternating layers of an ionically conductive fluid and a silicone elastomer that
serve as the conductor and dielectric, respectively. The so developed sensor has
been tested to capture the gate cycle of human walking at different speed. Despite
the noise in the captured data, the sensors show different behaviours with the
increase of the walking speed. An interesting result that takes inspiration from the
biological domain is presented by Lucarotti et al. in [88]. The sensors are developed
with a bottom-up approach trying to mimic the compress/stretch behaviour of
the cells that make up the soft roots of plants. The sensing system consists in two
capacitive sensing elements placed at its opposite walls of a cylindrical flexible
and soft body. To model the strain induced by a bending stimulus, the main
hypothesis is that, when the system is mechanically stressed, the capacitive sensing
element is subjected to the same deformation of the body surface, since it conforms
to the structure. Such deformation results in a change both in the thickness of
the dielectric layer and in the sensing area, with a consequent variation in the
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capacitance value. By comparing the capacitance at both sensing units it is possible
to retrieve the bending direction and its intensity. Follmer et al. [43] propose a
shape-sensing jamming user interface based on capacitive sensors. Using rows of
transmitting electrodes in a rigid back, and columns of receiving electrodes in a
flexible skin, it is possible to sense the jammable volume’s shape through time-
division-multiplexing for each of the intersections in the sensing matrix.
2.2.5 Resistive Sensors
The piezoresistive effect is a physical process during which electrical resistance
changes when the material is mechanically deformed. By correctly placing these
sensors inside a robotic structure, it is possible to capture changes in its shape. An
example that uses resistive textile for the sensorisation of continuum soft robots is
presented by Cianchetti et al. in [28]. The idea is to use stretch sensors to recon-
struct the spatial configuration of a robotic structure: differential measurements
on strain values can be used to derive local curvatures. Multiple pieces of Elec-
trolycra has been attached to a conical piece of silicone and data acquisition in
rest and deformed state. Even if tests show interesting results, the method suffers
from the need of a high number of cable to acquire the measurements from each
sensing unit.
Sensing through structure is a simple, scalable approach to designing and inte-
grating sensors into soft objects. Slyper et al. [134] presents a method for designing
and constructing rugged and soft multi-point sensors by reducing applied interac-
tion into structural units of deformation. These atomic sensing structures make
up a sensing vocabulary, to be used as building blocks when a sensor is designed.
Sensing is obtain using a resistor network (stranded 32-gauge wire was connected
to a copper polyester conductive fabric ) to minimise wiring and thus allow com-
plete deformability of the structure. The sensing capabilities are strictly related to
the design and the atomic units used.
Recently, the most accepted method to develop sensors that can retrieve
changes in shape (of the sensing unit) are based on the use of conductive liquids
(e.g. eGaIn) that fill complex micro-channels. The sensing transduction method is
based on the change of resistivity of the conductive liquid when it is compressed.
By changing the design of the micro-channel is possible to obtain different types
of measurements—i.e. force, bending—while keeping the soft matter device free
of wires within the sensing area. Despite this, the methods suffer by two main
drawbacks: measurements suffer from significant hysteresis due to the movement
of the liquid within the empty portion of the micro-channels, and the fragility
of the micro-channels after repetitive application of forces. An early prototype
of the use of such technology can be found in Park et al. [104, 106, 108] where a
highly compliant artificial skin sensor that consists of multilayered micro-channels
filled with a conductive liquid is presented. The sensors has been initially proposed
to measure normal forces, but later [104, 105, 107] has been used to measure the
3D orientation of the foot in a orthotic device. By layering different micro-channel
structure is possible to obtain a multi-modal sensor capable of detecting strain and
contact pressure simultaneously. The sensor shows linearity in strain sensing and
nonlinearity in pressure sensing. However, the sensor signal is repeatable in both
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strain and pressure responses. Similar results have been presented in [78, 79, 93]
where the same principle has been used to develop a curvature sensor to measure
fingers’s displacement using a smart glove and a tactile touch sensor.
2.2.6 Camera-based Sensor
Cameras can be used not only as external sensors, but also as internal ones in
combination with micro-patterns or fixed markers. An example of deformation
tracking using this approach can be found in [63]. Hristu et al. developed a de-
formable tactile sensors that consist of a membrane—filled with fluid-like clear
gel—on which a grid of dots is drawn at precisely computed locations. An optical
fibre provides illumination on the interior part of the membrane, while a camera
is used to capture the images of the grid of dots under deformation. The use of
the gel allows local deformations to be distributed throughout the enclosed vol-
ume allowing the membrane to wrap around the object of contact. Differences in
the dots pattern between a reference image—taken when no force is acting over
the membrane—and a deformed one are used to reconstruct the 3D shape of the
membrane and thus obtain the location of the contact point. The system can
determine deformation depth for small deformations, and very precise curvature
measurements.
2.2.7 Electroactive Polymers
Electroactive Polymers (EAPs) are structures that can convert chemical energy
directly into mechanical energy. They take advantage of certain material property
that enable them to contract, expand and bend reversibly when placed under a
large voltage [8]. Generally, EAP can be divided into two major groups based on
their activation mechanism including: ionic EAP and electronic EAP [95]. Ionic
polymer-metal composites (IPMC), a class of ionic EAP, have particular proper-
ties that can be exploited to realise sensing devices. By mechanical bending the
material, it is possible to change the distribution of the charges. The output volt-
age is proportional to the volume deformation and its rapidity. Using the voltage
information provided, it is possible to develop mechanical and velocity sensors.
One of the most problematic limitations is the dependence on a solvent in order
to function. Typically, water is used as the solvent, but because water will quickly
evaporate in air, the applications for these devices are quite limited.
Due to their compliance, and the possibility to use them both as actuators
and sensors, IPMCs have been used in different soft robotics application. An ex-
ample can be found in [16] where an integrated motion sensor-actuator system is
presented. Similarly Kamamichi et al. [73] design a integrated system to control
in position the IPMC actuator to generate the propulsive motion of a snake-like
swimming robot. The idea has been further extended and used in [24] with the
development of a model for sensor’s response to rotary joint motion to be used to
recognise the movement of a human finger joint.
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2.2.8 Other Sensing Method
Single points of curvature can also be measured by the use of backscatter of RFID
sensors [55]. Backscatter RFID in sensor networks relies on the radio communi-
cation between an RFID reader, acting as the control unit, and a multitude of
passive or semi-passive RFID transponders, acting as sensor nodes. The trans-
ducer’s impedance changes (both magnitude and phase) as a function of bend-
ing. Consequently, the RFID reader can wirelessly detect the sensor data without
the need of additional circuitry on the backscatter sensor. Different prototypes
have been tested and despite the fact the resonant frequencies differed because
of manufacturing variances, they show the same resonant frequency trend when
subjected to bending. Tests with multiple tags have not been performed, but ide-
ally the presence of multiple closely-placed transducers can create problems in
the data collections since the receiver can not discriminate between the different
tags. A similar approach has been used also by Becker et al. in [13] where a RFID
backscatter sensor has been used to measure displacement—between one and five
millimetres—of a human finger from a reference position. Measurements showed
good agreement between the wirelessly estimated transducer input impedance and
ground-truth measurements for most displacements.
Reconfigurable sensor networks can be used to retrieve shape information in
devices with different shapes. An example of these systems is provided in [34]
where the SensorTape is introduced. It consists of a modular and dense sensor
network in the form factor of a tape that incorporate IMUs and proximity sensors
controlled by independent microcontrollers. A master node controls all the slave
nodes and is used to communicate with a computer. The sensor network is able
to perform deformation-self sensing by mapping the orientation data from IMUs
to a kinematic chain model and deformations of 3D surface. The results show
accurate and repeatable measurements in various application scenarios. Instead
of using IMUs, Chien et al. [25] use a dense linear array of strain gauges. The
developed sensor can be easily embedded into different devices and track their
shape deformation. In its current implementation FlexiBend can only effectively
detects shapes in 2D. Despite this, it can also sense 3D gestures on deformable
fabrications such as twisting, stretching, and bending the spiral model.
2.3 Force Sensing
In the soft robotic case, there is an increasing interest in the development of de-
formable touch interfaces that also can perform similarly to the human skin. Tactile
sensing is fundamental to capture external information, such as collisions, and plan
safe motions to avoid damage. In addition, by knowing the location and intensity
of the pressure point, it is possible to obtain information of deformation produced
by the applied force. At its current stage, the development of dedicated technology
suffers from scalability issues. Most of the proposed solutions are commonly based
on the “matrix” approach where the sensing area is filled with wires over which
capacitive, or resistive measurements are carried out. Even if the results are very
promising when applied to small areas, when extended to larger surfaces there is
a reduction in the resolution and an increase of rigid components that reduce the
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deformability of the sensor. Additionally, the control architecture becomes more
complex and the sampling time increases.
2.3.1 Resistive Sensing
Cheng et al. introduce in [23] a novel design of a highly twistable tactile sensing
array that uses spiral electrodes as sensing electrodes and scanning traces. The
proposed skin can conform to complex surfaces without damaging the metal inter-
connects on the sensing array. The results provided show a good stability of the
measurements in a wide range of applied pressures. Ventrelli et al. [146] present a
novel tactile skin-like sensor with the capability of detecting at the same time ex-
ternal mechanical stimuli like pressure and shear strain and which possesses some
of the intrinsic properties of human skin, like extensibility, flexibility and compli-
ance. The sensor is resistive based and integrates two sensing parts built by means
of electrically conductive polymer composites and elastic metallic thin films. The
sensor can detect two types of mechanical stimuli, i.e. pressure and shear strain,
simultaneously and in a decoupled way.
Rendl et al. [114] present a pressure-sensing input device that is based on a fer-
roelectric material. It is structured as a sadndwich four layers that can be printed
easily on any material. The sensor is embedded into a thin deformable (bendable
not stretchable) foil. The two layers of electrodes are forming a capacitor. Charge
changes in the ferroelectric sensor layer cause measurable voltage potentials be-
tween the electrodes. Every pressure-change on a sensor spot generates a change in
the measured voltage. If no further pressure-change occurs, the voltage discharges
through internal resistance of the piezoelectric film and the input resistance of the
measurement circuit. The sensor is a bendable sensor technology, meaning that the
sensor can be mounted on different curved surfaces. The bending radius depends
on the size and the distance of the printed piezoelectric spots.
Resistive fabrics can be an alternative candidate for the development of wide
area tactile sensing. In [14] Bhattacharjee et al. present a sensor used to sense
across articulated joints, which requires sensing across a surface whose geometry
varies over time. The sensors is made up of multiple units consisting of five layers
of fabric. The layer in the middle is resistive fabric, which is sandwiched between
two layers of conductive fabric. The resistance between the two electrodes made
of conductive fabric decreases given an applied force that compresses the layers.
Wired connections are made for each electrodes using a grid-based wiring. A com-
bination of conductive textile and silicone rubber has been used in [80] to create
a flexible and stretchable multi-touch sensor.
As for the case of shape estimation, resistive sensing based on conductive flu-
ids are very promising in soft robotics. Vogt et al. [147] extend the previous work
with a novel micro-channel design that allows multi-axis force sensing. The sen-
sor is composed of three main components: a highly deformable base elastomer
material, conductive micro-fluidic channels, and a force transmission element. De-
pending on the magnitude and the direction of an applied force, the different
micro-structure change resistivity. When a normal force is applied to the surface,
the force is distributed uniformly compresses all channels, resulting in increased
electrical resistance in the three channels. The addition of more channels can in-
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crease the sensor accuracy at the expense of spatial complexity. A similar sensor
structure and operation principle is presented in [119].
A similar sensor has been developed by Tseng et al. [142]. The sensor mimics
the human slow-adapting mechanoreceptor. The tactile signal is detected as the
impedance change resulting predominantly from the resistance variance and is
measured across the electrode pair. The sensor design contains a micro-fluidic
channel with a hemispherical reservoir containing the electrolyte solution and a
pair of sensing electrodes. Force exerted on the surface of the sensor will cause an
indentation in the reservoir, and this deflection will push the electrolyte into the
channel. The greater the depth of the indentation, the greater the volume of fluid
ejected into the fluid channels and the greater the coverage of the electrodes by the
electrolyte. This results in a change of impedance between the electrode pairs. An
alternating current voltage is applied and impedance changes are detected by the
measurement of voltage across the electrodes. The sensor has a basic slow-adapting
behaviour and is capable of static pressure sensing.
2.3.2 Capacitive Sensing
A simple but robust, low-cost, low-noise capacitive force sensing array is pre-
sented in [144]. This highly scalable design provides excellent noise immunity,
low-hysteresis, and has the potential to be made flexible and formable. Noise im-
munity is accomplished through the use of shielding and local sensor processing.
A small and low-cost multivibrator circuit is replicated locally at each taxel, min-
imising stray capacitance and noise coupling. Wire count is minimised through
serial or row-column addressing schemes, and the use of an open-drain output on
each taxel allows hundreds of sensors to require only a single output wire. Despite
the promising properties, only a 4x4 array has been implemented and tested, and
no experiment has been conducted using soft material.
Another approach to develop a force sensor is presented in [160] where a soft
piezoelectric tactile sensor array is proposed for measuring three-axis dynamic
contact force distribution. The array consists of six tactile units arranged as a
matrix, in which each unit consists of a sandwiched structure of electrodes and
insulation layers. A truncated pyramid bump is located above the four piezoelectric
capacitors to improve force transmission. A three-axis contact force transmitted
from the top of the bump will lead to the four piezoelectric capacitors underneath
undergoing different charge changes, from which the normal and shear components
of the force can be calculated. The tactile units show good sensitivity and work with
good linearity, relatively low coupling effect, high repeatability, and acceptable
frequency response.
As for the resistive case, also capacitive sensor can be created with the use of
conductive liquids. Roberts et al. [116] develop a sensor composed of a sheet of
elastomer that is embedded with fluidic parallel-plate capacitors. When the elas-
tomer is pressed or sheared, the electrodes of the embedded capacitors come closer
together or slide past each other, respectively, leading to a change in capacitance.
Four different areas are created and by combining the measurements of each of
those, it is possible to distinguish between press, and shear moments in the along
the two directions. Similarly Li et al. [86] developed a highly-deformable tactile
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sensing arrays. The structure is made with two microchannel planes dividing the
device into three layers. The device is reversibly stretchable up to a maximum of
460%, and it is able to reversibly compress up to 10 MPa.
There are some limitation when capacitive sensing is applied as transduction
method to large area. For example, when a wider area has to be sensed, the use of a
matrix based sensing technique suffer from high delay time in the detection due to
the need to scan repetitively the multiple rows and columns that form the matrix.
However, it is possible to find in literature different works that provide solutions
to this problem. Maiolino et al. [92] extend the capacitive sensing to large surfaces
and use thermal compensation in order to stabilise the pressure measurements.
The sensing system is composed of multiple units with a triangular shape. Several
triangles can be interconnected to form a mesh of sensors to cover the desired area.
The use of a triangular shape allows a flexible adaptation also to curved surfaces.
Instead of using silicone as dielectric, 3D fabric is used. Another approach is pre-
sented in [84] where Leigh et al. propose a novel method to overcome the issue
related to the time delay in measurements. They employed simultaneous orthogo-
nal signals to reach an high scan rate with low latency. A different “orthogonal”
signal is transmitted onto each of the surface’s rows. When a row and column are
touched simultaneously, a small amount of the signal that is present on the row
is coupled into the corresponding column. A receiver, attached to each column, is
designed to receive any of the transmitted signals, or an arbitrary combination of
them, and to individually measure the quantity of each of the orthogonal trans-
mitted signals that is present on that column. Once the signal has been received
and analysed, it is possible to calculate their strengths and thus create a map that
interpolates the different extracted values and shows the location of the contact
points. Hoshi et al. in [62] also tackle the problem related to the development of
wide area tactile sensors. They proposed a skin consisting of two components. One
is a sensor element which detects a contact area in addition to a contact force.
The other component is a sensor/communication chip. The chips are arranged at
the boundaries of the elements, and the chips measure the capacitances between
the conductive layers and send signals through the same conductive layers. Each
unit is connected to a close one following a specific path in order to reduce the
number of cables within the sensing layer. A last example of large area sensing is
proposed by Lee et al. [83] who introduced a modular expandable capacitive tac-
tile sensor. Each sensor module can be connected through interconnection lines to
form an extended sensor skin for large-area deployment. A sensor module consists
of 16x16 tactile cells. Among the possible transduction mechanism, they chose a
capacitive sensing mechanism because it is less susceptible to noise and immune to
temperature change. Measurements work as normal matrix based sampling. The
fabricated tactile sensor module shows good flexibility and captures distinctive
tactile images.
2.3.3 Optical Sensing
Ohmura et al in [102] present the design of a conformable tactile sensor skin. The
skin is organised as a network of self-contained modules consisting of tiny pressure-
sensitive elements which communicate through a serial bus. By adding or removing
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modules it is possible to adjust the area covered by the skin as well as the number
of tactile elements. The tactile sensing element consists of a IR photo-reflector
covered by urethane foam. The foam provides mechanical compliance, protective
covering, and insulation from external light sources. In [30], Cirillo et al. propose
a sensorized flexible skin based on the use of IR LED and photo-diodes. The skin,
composed by 36 elements, has been applied over a rigid robot and is able to detect
the position of the contact point and the three components of the applied force
with high repeatability and accuracy.
A different approach than using LEDs and photo-diodes consists of the using of
internal cameras and optical patterns. Cramphorn et al. [33] apply the method for
active touch with a biomimetic tactile sensor, which combines tactile perception
with control of sensor location. Images are acquired and each pin is identified based
on its proximity to a default set of pin positions recorded in a reference position
when not in contact with any surface. Location perception of the optical pattern
is finer than the sensor resolution, leading to super-resolved tactile manipulation
along a complex trajectory. The system has been tested while the sensor gradually
rolled the test object with a small lateral displacement. Similar results has also
been presented in [68] by Ito et al. Photo interrupters has been used also in [101]
for the development of a three-axis force sensor. The sensors has been integrated
in a deformable robot arm to measure external interacting forces and torques.
An interesting use of IR LEDs and photo-receiver is presented in [85] where an
array of these sensors is molded at the boundary of a deformable planar PDMS
smart skin. The light signal is converted to electrical signal through an electronic
system and an algorithm running on a computer reconstructs the pressure map.
The intensity of an electromagnetic wave traveling in a waveguide is modulated
by mechanical deformations of the waveguide itself. From the intensity measured
at the boundaries of the waveguide, it is possible to reconstruct the location and
entity of mechanical deformations, by solving an inverse problem by a process that
is similar to tomographic backprojection. The losses of electromagnetic intensity
caused by the changes in curvature can be expected to be non-linear, similarly to
what is observed when deforming optical fibres.
An early approach similar to the later, is presented by Rothmaier et al. [117].
The paper reports of the development of a pressure sensitive sensor based on
flexible optical fibres technology. The fibres, made by a deformable polymer, are
braided according to different schemes but for each of them a LED and a photo-
receiver are placed at opposite sides of each fibre. Location and strength of the
applied force can be obtained by measuring the changes in the signal strength at
every row and column and then intersect them. The sensor has been tested under
different circumstances and proved to be reliable.
2.3.4 Other Sensing Method
Barometric sensors are very reliable in measuring changes in the atmospherical
pressure. In these sensors are over-molded with deformable material, it is possible
to obtain touch/force measurements from the collected pressure data. An example
of this application cam be found in Chuah et al. [27] where a 2-by-3 array of baro-
metric pressure sensors is presented. Measurements have been improved compared
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by previous works by the use of Least Squares Artificial Neural Network. The use
of this approach could have broader implications in greatly reducing the amount
of time needed to train an estimator for tactile sensor arrays where the number of
sensor elements are large.
An alternative technique used to perform measurements over large area is the
use of Time Domain Reflectometry (TDR). The technique originally used in di-
agnosing cable faults, can also locate where a cable is being touched. TDR touch
sensing relies on detecting capacitance changes caused by conductive objects near
the wire pair. In [153] Wimmer et al. explore how to extend time domain reflectom-
etry in order to touch-enable thin, modular, and deformable surfaces and devices
using single-wire TDR. The technique is promising and offers different advantages
as compliancy, simplicity in the development, and scalability. However, the pres-
ence of a long metal wire can create antenna effects and thus make the sensor very
susceptible to radio interference. In addition, high spatial resolution TDR systems
are still bulky and expensive. A possible alternative that overcome these limitation
is the use of optical TDR.
2.4 Electrical Impedance Tomography
An alternative to common approaches for tactile sensing is the use of tomographic
techniques, such as Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT), as transduction
method. EIT is a tomographic technique that allows to infer the conductivity
distribution within a domain by solving an inverse problem. The idea of combin-
ing conductive substrate and EIT to develop a pressure sensor was first introduced
by Fulton and Fulton et al. in [46]. Even though the technology was ready, the
experimental trials failed in the identification of a suitable material to be used
as conductive substrate. The idea was then reconsidered years later by Nagakubo
et al [5, 100]. The approach allowed to overcome the problem of having a large
number of wires within the sensing area and to estimate the location of an ap-
plied force over the sensor. Since most of the sensing area contains no wiring, it
is possible for the sensor to be made extremely deformable. Also by using a con-
ductive material capable of transforming deformations into changes of resistance
distribution, deformations over the material can be measured. Such a deformable
tactile sensor is also very useful for safe human robot interactions, implementation
to joint surfaces, implementation to complex three-dimensional curved surfaces
and detecting richer and more sophisticated tactile stimuli. Following the same
approach, different EIT-based sensors have been developed [32, 130, 131, 157, 158]
but it has always been applied to rigid and well defined structures. The method,
however has many advantages when compared to other transduction methods that
can be exploited and used in the field of soft robotics.
2.5 Summary and Conclusions
Even if the problem of providing sensing capabilities to robots and robotic systems
has been already studied in deep in the last years, when a soft bodied robot are
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considered, the use of the available technologies requires further adaptation. In
this chapter a series of technologies adapted or developed ad hoc for the soft
robotic domain have been presented. These have been classified according to their
application—such as shape estimation, and force sensing—and by the transduction
method used. A generalisable solution is not yet available, and most of the reviewed
approaches share a common limitation related to the need of rigid components
placed within the sensing area that stiffen it.
Electrical impedance tomography (EIT) is a non-invasive technique that re-
constructs the internal characteristics of an electrically conducting body by using
measurements made on its boundary. When it is applied to sensitive substrates it
is possible to create large-scale flexible sensors that do not require wires within
its sensing area. Like other available technologies EIT has some drawbacks, one
of which is its low spatial resolution. By considering the current range of appli-
cation for soft robots, it has been hypothesised that using EIT as transduction
mechanism can provide the underlying sensing technology required to equip soft
robots with non-intrusive sensing. The following chapter describes the mathemat-
ical background of EIT in detail, and the requirements used in the development
of the technology used in this work.
3Electrical Impedance Tomography
3.1 Introduction
Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) is a relatively new medical imaging tech-
nique [109] that provides information of the internal structure of a conductive body
as an image obtained from current-voltage measurements made at the boundary of
the body [18]. Specifically, when the conductivity in a region of the body changes
the current distribution within the body also changes. EIT can be used to quantify
these changes. If the body if made of a thin, flexible and stretchable material that
can change its local conductivity as a consequence of the applied force (in the
form of applied force or stretch), EIT can be used as transduction mechanism to
be used in artificial skin sensitive to touch.
The application of EIT as sensitive skin was previously described by Kato et
al. [74] and Nagakubo et al. [100] and Alirezaei et al. [5]. In these papers, the
conductive domain was a rubberised fabric that responded to applied pressure
with local changes in resistivity. By applying EIT, changes in resistance could be
identified. These artificial skins have been proven to be effective in identify the
pressure locations when applied over rigid structures.
From the mathematical point of view, the EIT reconstruction problem is an
ill-posed non-linear inverse problem, in which the main complication is that the
reconstructed image is not necessarily a unique and stable solution: small changes
in the data can cause large changes in the reconstruction. As a common approach
to solve this ill-posed problem, regularisation is used.
The remainder of this chapter presents the mathematical theory behind the EIT
problem and describes how it is used to create a flexible and stretchable artificial
sensitive sensor for a soft robot. Section 3.2 gives a general overview of EIT.
Section 3.3 introduces the mathematical model used in the forward EIT problem
and the numerical approximation based on the use of the finite element method.
In section 3.4 the inverse solution, Jacobian calculation, regularisation and image
reconstruction are discussed. Data acquisition hardware, reconstruction software,
and other design and implementation considerations are presented in section 3.5.
Conclusions and discussion will be summarised at the end of the chapter
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3.2 Background of EIT
The use of EIT as imaging technique to infer the internal structure of a conductive
domain was introduced by Henderson and Webster [60]. In their pioneering work,
a rectangular array of electrodes was used to produce an image of the tissue con-
tained in the chest area. The same approach has been used by Lytle and Dines [89]
in the field of geophysical imaging. Since then, different groups have developed their
own EIT system and reconstruction software and focused their research on a vari-
ety of topics. From the initial areas of interest, this imaging technique has been used
in different applications ranging from biomedical analysis [1, 11, 18, 44, 109, 129],
geophysical exploration [76], industrial applications [58, 69], and most recently as
sensitive skin for robotic systems [5, 74,100].
In a typical EIT application, one or more arrays of electrodes are equally placed
at the boundaries of a conductive body. At every step of the measurement process,
among these electrodes, two are selected to be used to inject electrical current into
the domain (driving electrodes), while all the others (measurement electrodes) are
used to acquire the electric potentials—generally measured with respect to a com-
mon ground—which is generated at the boundaries of the domain. Local variations
in the internal conductivity or permittivity of the body alter the distribution of
the current inside the body, and produce changes of potential at the boundaries.
By applying an imaging technique and scanning around various driving electrode
pairs, it is possible to calculate an approximated resistivity distribution inside the
body through inverse solution of Maxwell’s equations.
Compared to other tomography methods, EIT suffers from severe limitations
that may prevent its adoption for routine medical diagnosis. For example, EIT is
not suitable for anatomical imaging in the way that Magnetic Resonance Imaging
(MRI) or Computed Tomography (CT) are, due to its large variability of images
between subjects. Also, its low spatial resolution and susceptibility to noise and
electrode errors makes the matter even worse. However, EIT does show promise
as a diagnostic tool for medical clinicians. It has the advantage of a low cost and
simple implementation when compared to other imaging technique such as MRI,
CT. or even Positron Emission Tomography (PET).
The earliest method for EIT reconstruction was back-projection [10,11]. Each
measurement may be assumed as similar to x-ray beam that represents the
impedance of a volume contained between the recording and drive electrodes. How-
ever, differently from X-rays, this is not a neatly defined beam, but a diffuse volume
which has graded edges. The change in impedance recorded with each electrode
combination is then back-projected and overlapped to produce a blurred recon-
structed image, which can then be sharpened by using filters. Since the method
was very successful for the simple case, a number of deterministic algorithms based
on a sensitivity matrix were introduced. This matrix is a linearised map from the
resistivity of each voxel in the subject, and hence, images, to the recorded voltage
measurements.
Despite the use of more powerful tools to reconstruct the EIT image, the prob-
lem remains difficult to solve. One of the main issues is related to the non-local
property of conductivity imaging. It means that to find the conductivity image one
must solve a system of simultaneous equations relating every voxel to every mea-
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surement. Non-locality in itself is not the main complication, in fact, the problem
is ill-posed. According to Hadamard [56] a problem is well-posed if
1. for all admissible data, a solution exists,
2. for all admissible data, the solution is unique, and
3. the solution depends continuously on the data.
The problem of recovering an unknown conductivity from boundary data is
severely ill-posed, and it is the third criterion which provide the main issue. This
means that for any given measurement precision, there are arbitrary large changes
in the conductivity distribution witch are undetectable by the boundary voltage
at that precision. A partial solution can be provided by considering additional
information about the conductivity distribution—such as smoothness—and thus
constrain the solution with a nearby well-posed problem.
3.3 Forward Problem
Most EIT systems use constant current sources and measure voltage differences
between pairs of electrodes. To obtain an image with good spatial resolution, a
number of such measurements are required. This can be obtained by applying
different current distributions to the body, and repeating the measurements by
changing the electrodes’ configuration. From the measurements, an image recon-
struction technique generates the tomographic image. Mathematically, the known
quantities are the voltages and currents at certain points in the domain; the un-
known is the resistivity within the domain. In order to solve with respect to the
unknowns, a forward problem has to be solved. The starting point for EIT is
Maxwell’s equations for electromagnetics [109]. For a conductive domain Ω with
a known conductivity σ, enclosed in a boundary ∂Ω, the forward problem is to
find the potentials at the boundary of the domain due to a given current injected
through the boundary. Maxwell’s equations in non-homogeneous medium can be
written in in their time-harmonic representation as
∇×E = −jωB (3.1)
∇×H = J + jωD (3.2)
∇ ·D = ρ (3.3)
∇ ·B = 0, (3.4)
where E is the electric field, B is the magnetic induction, H is the magnetic
field intensity, D is the electric displacement, J is the electric current density, and
ρ is the total charge density.
Although in a typical EIT application driving currents are time-harmonic alter-
nating current signals (AC), it is possible to use direct current (DC). This choice,
in addition to simplifying the hardware needed in the measurements, allows to
make two mathematical simplifications [109,112,145]. The first is to assume static
conditions and thus neglect the effects of magnetic induction. The second is to ne-
glect capacitive effects. In addition, although conductivity and permittivity could
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be combined as a complex admittivity (γ = σ+ iω), only conductivity is relevant
with DC excitation.
Following such simplifications, Maxwell’s Equations (3.1) and (3.2) become
∇×E = 0 (3.5)
∇×H = J. (3.6)
If the current density is considered divided into two components J = Jo + Js,
where Jo = σE is the Ohmic current, and Js are the current sources, then equation
(3.6) can be re-written as
∇×H = σE + Js. (3.7)
In the absence of internal current sources (Js = 0 inside the domain), and
considering that when the curl of the electric field vanishes (∇ × E = 0) the
electric potential u is a scalar whose negative gradient equals the electric field,
then Maxwell’s equations for electrostatics in a linear isotropic medium with static
conditions are
E = −∇u (3.8)
∇×H = σE. (3.9)
Then, if the divergence theorem is applied to both sides of equation (3.9)
∇ · (∇×H) = ∇ · σE. (3.10)
Since the divergence of the curl of any vector field (∇ · (∇×H)) is identical to
zero, then
0 = ∇ · σE. (3.11)
and substituting equation (3.8) into (3.11), the Laplacian elliptic partial dif-
ferential equation is obtained
0 = σ∇2u in Ω. (3.12)
The equation (3.12) describes the steady-state conductivity distribution in the
absence of current sources and sinks within the domain Ω. In a practical EIT
application, current is injected through electrodes attached to the boundary of the
domain, as shown in Figure 3.1. Assuming that there are no current sources inside
the domain (Js = 0) and no electric fields outside the domain, then
−σE · n|inside = −Js · n|outside (3.13)
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Fig. 3.1: EIT boundary conditions: Js1 and J
s
2 are respectively the current source
densities outside and inside the domain; E1 and E2 are the corresponding electric
fields. Adapted from [145].
holds, where n is the unit normal to the boundary. By applying the Neumann
boundary condition to the Laplacian equation (3.12) we obtain
−σ ∂u
∂n
= −Js · n ≡ j on ∂Ω. (3.14)
where j is the inward-pointing normal component of the injected current den-
sity Js on the boundary. For the remainder of this thesis j will be referred to as
the injected current.
To complete the mathematical model, it is necessary to determine an appro-
priate electrode model that takes into account the effects of current injection and
potential measurement through electrodes.
Electrode Model
The simplest EIT model is the continuum model [22]. This model assumes that the
injected current j is a continuous function, without any discrete electrodes present
on the boundary. The continuum model considers the Laplacian (3.12) and the
boundary condition (3.18), together with a conservation of charge condition
∫
∂Ω
j = 0 and
∫
∂Ω
u = 0, (3.15)
which amounts to choosing a voltage reference.
However, in a real application the current is injected through a discrete number
N of electrodes attached to the boundary. This case is considered in the gap
model [145] where the total injected current j is assumed as follows
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j =
Ii
|ei| on ei, i = 1, 2, . . . , N (3.16)
within the electrode and zero elsewhere. Ii is the current injected at the i-th
electrode, and |ei| is the electrode contact length.
By considering that the voltage potential Vi measured across the i-th electrode
is constant, and by changing the boundary condition (3.12) into the following
∫
ei
σ
∂u
∂n
ds = Ii on ei, i = 1, 2, . . . , N (3.17)
where the current density over the electrode surface s is required to be equal
to the current Ii, it is possible to obtain a different electrode model that is known
as the shunt model [22, 145].
The combination of the gap model, and the Shaunt model produce the com-
plete electrode model [22,145] that considers the existence of a discrete number of
electrodes of finite size, the shunting effect of a conductive electrode, and the po-
tential drop due to the electrode’s contact impedance zi. The model is defined by
the equation (3.12) together with the boundary conditions expressed in equation
(3.16), (3.17), and the following conditions:
u+ ziσ
∂u
∂n
= Vi on ei, i = 1, 2, . . . , N (3.18)
σ
∂u
∂n
= 0 in the gap between electrodes. (3.19)
To ensure the uniqueness of the solution the conservation of charge theorem
must also hold
∫
∂Ω
j = 0 ⇒
N∑
i=1
Ii = 0, (3.20)
together with a choice of a ground or reference voltage
∫
∂Ω
u = 0 ⇒
N∑
i=1
Vi = 0. (3.21)
3.3.1 Numerical Approximation
A common approach to solve systems of partial differential equations is the Finite
Element Method (FEM) [132]. It is a numerical analysis technique for obtain-
ing approximate solutions to a wide variety of engineering problems. Due to its
ability to model arbitrary geometries and various boundary conditions, the FEM
is the most common method currently used for the numerical solution of EIT
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problems [10]. The FEM first discretises the medium under analysis into a finite
number of elements collectively called a finite element mesh. Within each element,
the field variable is approximated by simple functions that are defined only within
the individual element. The approximating functions (sometimes called interpola-
tion or shape functions) are defined in terms of the values of the field variables
at specified points on the element called nodes. It can be seen as a reduction of
a continuum problem of infinite dimension to a discrete problem of finite dimen-
sion in which the nodal values of the field and the interpolation functions for the
elements completely define the behaviour of the field variable within the elements
and the individual elements collectively define the behaviour of the field over the
entire medium.
Our starting point is to approximate the domain Ω as union of a finite number
of elements Ωk, which for simplicity we will take to be simplices. In two dimensions
a simplex is a triangle and in three dimensions a tetrahedron. A collection of
such simplices is called a finite element mesh, and we will suppose that there
are K simplices (or elements) with M vertices (or nodes). The potential can be
approximated by using the generated mesh and a series of functions, which are
linear on each simplex, and continuous across the faces. The discrete approximation
uh can be written as
uh =
N∑
i=0
uiφi, (3.22)
where φi are a set of functions that are one on vertex i and zeros at the other
vertices. These have an additional property that are completely determined by
their values at the vertices. For simplicity, only the two-dimensional case will be
expressed in the following formulation. It is possible to easily extend the analysis
also to the three-dimensional case. The FEM procedure starts by combining the
Laplacian (3.12) equation in its weak form
∫ ∫
Ω
σ∇φi · ∇uh dx dy = 0 i = 1, . . . , M, (3.23)
by applying Green’s second identity the equation becomes
∫ ∫
Ω
σ∇φi · ∇uh dx dy =
∫
∂Ω
σφi∇uh · n ds, (3.24)
where ∇uh · n is the directional derivate of uh pointing in the direction of the
outward normal n.
By re-writing the boundary condition (3.18) as
σ∇uh · n = 1
zi
(Vi − uh) (3.25)
and incorporating it into equation (3.24) gives
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∫ ∫
Ω
σ∇φi · ∇uh dx dy =
L∑
l=1
∫
el
1
zl
(Vl − uh)φi ds. (3.26)
Then, by substituting the Galerking formulation uh into each element in the
finite element model we obtain
N∑
i=1
{(∫ ∫
Ω
σ∇φi · ∇φj dx dy +
L∑
l=1
∫
el
1
zl
φiφj ds
)}
ui −
L∑
l=1
{∫
el
1
zl
φi ds
}
Vl = 0
(3.27)
for φ|i,j=1,...,N . If U are the potentials at the nodes and V are the potentials
measured at the electrodes, then
(AM + AZ)U−AV V = 0 dx dy (3.28)
where
AM(y,j) =
∫ ∫
Ω
σ∇φi · φj dx dy (3.29)
AZ(y,j) =
L∑
l=1
∫
el
1
zl
φiφj ds (3.30)
AV (y,j) = − 1
zl
∫
el
φi ds. (3.31)
To impose the boundary condition (3.17), at least one element of the mesh
should share a face with an electrode. Then, by combining Equations (3.17) and
(3.25)
Il =
∫
el
1
zl
(Vi − uh)ds, (3.32)
substituting Uh from equation (3.22), and assuming zl is constant for every
electrode el we obtain
Il =
1
zl
|el|Vl −
N∑
i=1
(
∫
el
1
zl
φi ds)ui, (3.33)
where |el| is the size (length in two-dimension, and area in three-dimensional
case) of the l-th electrode. The equation shows that the current Il is partially
dissipated as power across the electrode’s contact impedance, while the remaining
current generates the potential in the conductive domain.
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Rearranging the finite element system of equations into a matrix representation
[50,132] yields
[
AM + AZ AV
ATV AD
] [
U
V
]
=
[
0
I
]
(3.34)
where AM is a NxN symmetric matrix from the Laplacian (3.12) without the
boundary conditions, while AZ , AV , and AD contain the electrode model. AD is
diagonal matrix with its non-null elements equal to |el|zl .
To complete the system, the forward model must include a set of current in-
jection patterns such that the current injected at the boundary electrodes equals
the current sunk out. Although the number of current patters does not have to
match the number of boundary electrodes, this is a common approach and it will
be followed in this work.
3.3.2 Forward Solution
Given the discrete FEM approximation of the EIT problem for a known conductiv-
ity distribution within the domain and a current injection pattern, the resulting
boundary potentials can be calculated as the solution of a well-posed, forward
problem having a unique solution. The matrix form of the problem (3.34) can be
expressed in a compact form as
Y = QA−1 (3.35)
where A is symmetric admittance matrix (first element of Equation 3.34), Y
is the vector of potentials [U V ]T and Q = [0 I]T .
Since the forward problem involves matrices that are square, symmetric, full
rank, and well-conditioned for inversion, a stable and unique least-square solution
exists. For small two-dimensional problems a standard approach to solve the lin-
ear system can be used. The most common approaches are the QR factorisation,
the LU factorisation or the Cholesky factorisation. For large, three-dimensional
systems, a direct solution might be computationally expensive and iterative meth-
ods have been introduced to solve the system efficiently. Some examples of the
these methods include the conjugate and pre-conjugate gradient methods. These
are adequate because for real application only an approximation set by the error
estimate in the measurement is required.
3.4 Inverse Problem
The EIT reconstruction problem consists of finding the conductivity distribution
within a conductive domain when a set of currents and the resulting potentials are
known. Mathematically, this is an ill-posed, non-linear, inverse problem in which
the main complications are: the reconstruction image is not necessarily a unique
solution, and small changes in the boundary data can result in large changes in
the reconstructed image.
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A number of different method exist for solving inverse problem but, to some
extent, they all follow the same basic approach: if the problem is non-linear, then
linearise it; if it it ill-posed, then use regularisation to find a nearby well-posed
problem; if the approximation is not accurate, then use an iterative approach to
solve it. These methods can be divided in two groups: static imaging and dynamic
imaging.
In static imaging [154], the absolute values of the conductivity distribution
inside the domain are reconstructed by using an iterative method. Dynamic imag-
ing [1] is a fast non-iterative method to reconstruct only dynamic time-varying dis-
tribution of conductivity changes. Although the reconstruction produced by static
imaging has the potential to be more accurate in distinguishing internal struc-
tures, for the application presented in this work only the conductivity changes are
required and the ability to perform reconstructions in real time was set as a high
priority. For these reasons, dynamic imaging was used.
The main idea behind dynamic imaging is to first calculate an initial set of
potentials V on the boundary of an homogeneous domain with known conductivity
σ0. The discrete model is then replaced with an approximated linearised version
that is used to compute only the conductivity difference ∆σ from the homogeneous
case. Then, after calculating the Jacobian J between changes in boundary potential
and internal conductivity, the discrete form of the linearised problem becomes
∆V ≈ J∆σ + n, (3.36)
where ∆V is the difference in potential between two measurements, and n
is a vector of measurement noise. The time-varying distribution of conductivity
changes can be evaluated by taking two different sets of potential measurements
(V1 and V2) at two different time intervals and computing the difference ∆V and
∆σ. Since only conductivity changes are calculated, the method is fast and also
reduces possible problems related to electrode positioning and unknown contact
impedance.
3.4.1 Jacobian Calculation
The Jacobian matrix is the derivative of the non-linear function that maps per-
turbations in the internal conductivity domain to changes of the potential on the
boundary. It can be calculated directly by perturbing each of the K elements in
the FEM mesh by ∆σ, and then by solving the forward problem (3.35) to calculate
changes of potential ∆V at the electrodes. A differential approximation for J is
obtained by dividing ∆V by ∆σ to give
Ji,j ≈ ∂Vi
∂σj
; i = 1 . . .M ; j = 1 . . .K, (3.37)
where M is the number of potential measurements on the boundary. A direct
calculation, however, is computationally expensive. For this reason, in this work
the Jacobian is computed only once, off-line, for the computation of the linearised
form of the inverse problem (3.36).
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Due to the small amount of current passing through most of the elements, many
values of the Jacobian matrix will have values close to zero. Dividing by such small
values causes numerical instability in the solution. This ill-conditions the problem
but it is still possible to proceed with its resolution by applying regularisation.
3.4.2 Regularisation
Regularisation refers to the process of introducing additional information in order
to solve an ill-posed problem by replacing it with a nearly well-posed problem.
Regularisation involves a trade-off between the exact but unstable solutions, and a
more approximate stable solution controlled by imposing certain prior distributions
on model parameters. In EIT the additional information is the assumption that
the change in conductivity ∆σ varies slowly or it is discontinuous.
Conventional regularisation methods include Tikhonov regularisation and ap-
proaches based on singular value decomposition (SVD) [109,145]. Although SVD is
an important tool for understanding the ill-conditioning of matrices—a large value
of the condition number indicates the ill-conditioning of the matrix—Tikhonov
regularisation is more commonly accepted because its computation is simpler and
more efficient.
The main idea of Tikhonov regularisation is to solve the ill-posed problem is
the following;
∆σ = J−1∆V, (3.38)
by minimising the least-square function
min
∆σ
{||J∆σ −∆V||2 + α2||R(σ0 − σr)||2}, (3.39)
where α is a scalar hyper-parameter that controls the amount of regularisation,
R is a regularisation matrix that controls the smoothness of the solution, and σr
is the initial reference conductivity, which is not necessarily the same as σ0. The
regularisation matrix is usually assumed to be equal to the identity matrix I. This
allows the penalty term α2||R(σ0−σr)||2 to prevent extreme values of conductivity,
but it does not enforce any smoothness or impose any constraint to the solutions.
In the EIT imaging problem, it is commonly assumed that the conductivity in each
element of the FEM mesh is constant and of similar value to nearby elements. To
ensure such property a different regularisation matrix should be used such as:
• Gaussian-type prior [1, 51]: an approach that penalises components with high
spatial frequency in the reconstructed image by assuming higher correlation
between neighbouring elements and a gradually diminishing correlation with
increased distance.
• Laplacian-type prior [4]: that uses a discrete approximation of the Laplacian
edge filter. This is a second-order filter that models inter-element correlations,
penalises high spatial frequencies (edges), and smooths the solution.
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• Newton’s one-step error reconstructor (NOSER) prior [21]: an algorithm that
utilises the first step of the Newton-Raphson method for non-linear equations
with assumed homogeneous conductivity. When combined with the Tikhonov
regularisation, it can be seen as a smoothing approach in which the regulari-
sation matrix is scaled by the sensitivity of each element.
The formal solution to the problem (3.39) as given by Lionheart et al. [109] is
∆σ = (JTJ + α2Q)−1(JT∆V + α2Q(σr − σ0)), (3.40)
where Q = RTR. An alternative solution incorporates a weighting matrix
W to model the noise variance between the potential measurements and then
overcomes noise in the potential measurements produced by faulty electrodes. The
full solution takes the form [1,52,145]
∆σ = (JTWJ + α2Q)−1(WJT∆V + α2Q(σr − σ0)) (3.41)
In the work presented here, it will be assumed that full data sets are avail-
able and all measurements have equal noise variance. The generalised Tikhonov
regularisation (3.40) will therefore be used. In addition, since only the changes
in conductivity will be measured, it can also be assumed that σr = σ0. Then,
for a fixed initial conductivity σ0, the Jacobian J and (J
TJ + α2Q)JT can be
precomputed off-line, improving the speed in the inverse resolution.
3.5 Data acquisition
Since the introduction of the first system, EIT instrumentation has continued to
evolve following the advances in analogue and digital electronics. While there are
many different EIT system designs, in general they consist in one or more current
sources, a mechanism for generating current patterns, a data acquisition unit, and
software for inverse problem solution and image reconstruction. Figure 3.2 presents
a block diagram of a typical EIT system. Iit is possible to inject voltage and mea-
sure current, but most systems apply currents and measure voltages because the
effects of contact impedance that exist between the electrodes and the conductive
domain are significantly reduced by the large input impedance of the voltmeters
as compared to the low impedance of the ammeters.
The remaining of this chapter will introduce the current injection and potential
measurements patterns used in a typical EIT system. Detail of the implementation
on the single components developed in this work will be given in the next chapter.
3.5.1 Current Sources
In a classical EIT system, sinusoidal AC signals at low frequency are injected into
the studied domain. Using such method allows to cancel long-term polarisation of
the electrodes, and allows to acquire both the capacitive and resistive components
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Fig. 3.2: Schematic representation the EIT system.
during the measurements. This information is valuable when the domain under
study is the human body. However, the use of AC signals requires additional hard-
ware that is used to synchronise the detection circuit with the waveform generator,
and a series of low-pass filters or other processing techniques to condition the signal
and obtain a clear measurement. This not only complicates the hardware design,
but requires also more power to run, and affects the real-time performance of the
whole system.
A different approach has been presented by Cillers et al. [29] where instead
of using AC signals, bi-directional DC current pulses are used as excitation tech-
nique. Here, the current to the driving electrodes is kept constant during each
half cycle. As a consequence, the driving current is a square wave, and potential
measurements can be taken during the constant flat part of the cycle once static
electromagnetic conditions have been achieved. The use of DC current is desirable
for robotic application because it allows the implementation in battery-powered
hardware. Although the bi-directional excitation approach is preferred to eliminate
the effect of long-term polarisation of the electrodes, the use of non-bi-directional
DC currents was previously demonstrated by Nagakubo et al. [100] and Alirezaei et
al. [5] and it will be used for all the experiments presented with the next chapters.
3.5.2 Current Injection and Potential Measurement
Many different strategies for current injection and potential measurement can be
used in EIT. In general, drive patterns can be divided into two groups according
to the number of current sources used: bipolar (single-source) and optimal (multi-
source) patterns.
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Bipolar patterns are those in which a single current source and sink are used for
current injection through a single pair of electrodes, while potential measurements
are taken at the remaining electrodes pairs. The bipolar drive pattern most com-
monly used is the adjacent method [17,18,129,145] in which the current is injected
through a pair of neighbour electrodes that are systematically rotated through all
the possible combination. At each step, the resulting potential is measured at all
the remaining electrodes using the same strategy. Figure 3.3 shows the first two
steps of the driving pattern. As this method is symmetrical–there is complete and
symmetrical interchange of current injection and potential measurement and the
reciprocity principle holds. This principle [47] states that the potential measured
by a pair of electrodes when the current is injected by a different pair is identical to
the potential when the current injection and the potential measurement pairs are
inverted. Other bipolar patterns, are the polar [6, 129, 145] method in which the
electrode carrying the current source and sink—driving electrodes–are opposite
each other, the cross pattern [6,129] in which the driving electrodes are placed on
orthogonal lines, and a variation of the polar—the pseudo-polar [129]—in which
the current sink electrode is located exactly one electrode before the electrode
opposite to the source.
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Fig. 3.3: Example of bipolar adjacent pattern. Two electrodes are selected as the
driving ones, while all the others are used to measure the electric potentials gen-
erated between adjacent pairs. The injection and measurement pattern is than
switched by changing the driving electrodes until a full cycle is completed. Elec-
tric potentials measured at the driving electrodes are commonly not taken in order
to ensure stability in the acquired data. In the image, dark-grey lines indicate iso-
potential areas, while the current flow is shown in blue.
Optimal patterns [35, 71] are those patterns based on the concept of distin-
guishability [67], which states that optimal current patterns are obtained by max-
imising the difference between potential measurements at the boundary of the
conductive domain resulting from two pre-determined conductivity distributions.
The problem of optimising the drive patterns in EIT was first considered in the
computation of the optimal placing of a pair of point drive electrodes on a disk to
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maximise the voltage differences between the measurement of a homogeneous back-
ground and an offset circular anomaly. These patterns work under the assumption
that multiple current sources are simultaneously used for current injection while
potential measurements are taken at all boundary electrodes. Even if optimal
patterns have the potential to produce more accurate image reconstructions—
trigonometric current pattern [31, 49] are the best in distinguishing a central cir-
cular inhomogeneity inside a circular homogenous domain—they also need as many
independent AC current sources as there are electrodes. In addition, optimal pat-
terns are less tolerant to errors such as electrode location, contact impedance
and incorrect forward model [77], although these can be averted with difference
imaging. For these reasons, only bipolar patterns are considered for the research
described in this thesis.
3.6 Summary and Conclusions
This chapter presented the mathematical background of Electrical Impedance To-
mography, an imaging technique used to estimate the internal conductivity distri-
bution of an electrically conductive body by taking measurements at its boundary.
The mathematical formulation with the complete electrode model was introduced
and used for the numerical approximation of the forward problem using the fi-
nite element method. Inverse solution and image reconstruction were performed
to solve the linearised EIT problem using dynamic imaging, a non-iterative method
to reconstruct only the dynamic time-varying distribution of conductivity changes
that is needed for the application considered in this thesis.
The following chapter will present the implementation of the hardware and
software implemented, and the methods that were used to evaluate them.

4Skin Fabrication & Hardware
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter the mathematical description presented in the previous chapters
will be converted into guidelines and requirements for the development of the
experimental hardware and software used in this research. For each developed
component both the descriptive requirements that it has to satisfy, and the imple-
mentation will be presented.
Since the early stage of this work, it has been decided to develop all the required
components in-house. This was not due of a lack of off-the-shelves technologies, but
to have the full control each phase of the data acquisition and image processing. In
addition, this allowed us to develop a more compact system than the one currently
available on the market.
In addition to the developed EIT hardware, in this chapter we will also describe
the conductive domain used in the experiments. This consists of two different
structures: an artificial skin that has been used to test the feasibility and capability
of the system under different scenarios; and a conductive silicon-based material
that can be used in the development of a soft deformable robot having embedded
sensing capabilities. by exploiting the paradigm ”the robot body is the sensor” and
by applying EIT as transduction method, it is possible to overcome the current
limitations related to the embedding of sensors within the soft device and thus
obtain a shape-independent sensorized structure.
4.2 Hardware requirements
In the following section, the main requirements for the development of the portable
EIT system will be provided. These can be organised into two main groups: one
related to the requirements for the current source, and the second that summarises
the requirements for the current injection and potential measurement system. Most
of the decisions made during the development were done in order to simplify the
hardware design, and thus reduce its space needs, to develop a prototype that can
be compatible in size and weight with a soft robot.
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4.2.1 Current Sources
Most of the current sources used in EIT systems are more appropriately called
voltage-to-current converters, since they produce an output current that is pro-
portional to an input voltage. Ideally, a current source should have an infinite
output shunt impedance resulting in the current delivered to the load being inde-
pendent of the load voltage. However, real sources have a finite impedance that is
affected by the presence of the load. For this reason, the current source in an EIT
system must be able to deliver current with a desired precision over a specified
frequency range to load impedances within an expected range of values. While a
higher level of precision is generally desired, current accuracy is also important.
Higher accuracy can be obtained through current source calibration, where the
current source is calibrated to deliver an accurate current to a test load having an
impedance that is within the range of expected load impedances.
4.2.2 Current Injection and Potential Measurement
The hardware implemented to manage the driving patterns has to satisfy, the
requirements defined as follows
• Bipolar current patterns are preferred over optimal patterns to simplify hard-
ware implementation and to reduce cost and power consumption. A single
current source multiplexed over multiple channels can be used with bipolar
patterns.
• Non bi-directional DC current sources will be adopted in accordance to the
specifications presented in section 3.5.1. Potential measurements will be taken
after static electromagnetic conditions have been achieved.
• For bipolar patterns, potential measurements will be taken at all electrodes.
To achieve a constant dynamic range in the data, potential measurements from
the driving electrode–current source and sink–are not acquired.
• Although in all the experiments the adjacent pattern will be used, the ability to
change between different bipolar patterns is desirable to give flexibility within
the experimental EIT system.f
4.3 Hardware for a Portable EIT System
Starting from these requirements, in this research we designed and developed a
simplified version of a commercial EIT system to be used as the main component of
our sensing system. The main focus was placed on developing a low-cost, adaptable
system that is able to perform measurements by applying different patterns, and
powered by a DC current source. The use of DC current simplifies the hardware
requirements, and allow the use of the developed hardware even in battery-driven
applications. The electronic system is composed of two independent printed circuit
board (PCB): a voltage to current generator, and a driving/read-out circuit. Figure
4.1 shows a schematic representation of the driving and readout electronics for a
given channel.
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Fig. 4.1: Schematic representation of the EIT system. In this configuration: channel
7 is connected to the current source, channel 3 to the ground, and channels 4 and 6
are used to measure the voltage potential generated at the boundary. For simplicity
in the representation only few electrodes are connected.
The current generator, is implemented by a voltage regulator (Texas Instru-
ments LM317) set up as precision current-limiter circuit. The output current value
is controlled by a variable resistor, and it can be adjusted linearly by changing the
resistor value. In order to provide a constant current supply on varying load, a
voltage source of 12 V is used as input to the voltage regulator. The electrical
current is then multiplexed across the different channels by the driving/read-out
electronics. Each channel in the driving/read-out electronics is designed to oper-
ate at three independent stages. To provide such capability we implemented it
as a half H-bridge where an n-MOSFET (International Rectifier IRLML6344TR)
and a p-MOSFET (International Rectifier IRLML9301TR) act as two indepen-
dent switches connected to the same path. In such configuration, the p-MOSFET
is connected to the positive source, while the n-MOSFET to the ground. By op-
portunely turning on and off the single switch, it is possible to set each channel
to act as current source, current sink, or setting it to its high-impedance state in
which the channel can be used to measure the voltage. As initial choice, the control
of the driving/read-out electronics was performed directly by the microcontroller.
In order to reduce the number of wires, and add modularity to the system, we
moved to an integrated solution that uses two independent de-multiplexer (Texas
Instruments CD74HC237M). To capture the smaller voltage variations, we added
to each channel an amplification stage. It consists of a low power, general-purpose
instrumentation amplifier (Texas Instruments INA118) with variable gain. The
output of this initial stage is referred to ground. The signal then passes trough
two subsequent op-amp (Texas Instruments OPA827, and TLV2371 respectively)
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Fig. 4.2: Schematic overview of the driving and readout electronics. The image
depicts the configuration for a generic channel and its components. By using this
configuration, a single channel can be set as: (i) current source; (ii) current sink
(ground electrode); or (iii) used to measure the electric potentials with respect to
an external common ground. The process is controlled by the two independent
de-multiplexers connected at each channel. DAQ: data acquisition board. In the
figure, Q1 is the NPN transistor, Q2 and Q3 respectively the P-MOSFET and
N-MOSTEF, U1 is the INA118, U2 is the OPA827, and U3 is the TLV2371.
both configured in a non-inverting gain configuration. Figure 4.2 shows the struc-
ture of a single channel.
The driving/read-out electronics used in this design has 8 independent chan-
nels. Although, the system has been designed to be modular to easily adapt its use
to different requirements. Each channel is connected to the domain under study by
a single-ended cable that has at its extremes an alligator clip. The acquired signal
is routed toward an analogue pin of the micro-controller (Atmel ATmega2560).
Since each channel is measured independently, it is possible to perform any pos-
sible pattern combinations either at run-time or in post-processing. It is worth to
mention that in the current version of the acquisition system no further signal pro-
cessing, e.g noise filtering, or signal conditioning, is performed. Figure 4.3 shows
an overview of the developed electronics connected to an Arduino Mega2560.
A full set of potential measurements is obtained using bipolar drive patterns.
In this technique two boundary electrodes are initially used for current injection
while potential measurements are taken from all the remaining boundary elec-
trodes. The electrode pair used for current injection is then systematically rotated
through all electrode pairs while additional potential measurements are acquired
at each current injection step. The frequency of data acquisition is configured
through the ATmega2560 micro-controller at around 10 kHz. To guarantee static
electromagnetic conditions, a suitable experimentally defined short delay (τ ≈ 2
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Fig. 4.3: Developed EIT driving/read-out electronics connected to the micro-
controller board.
ms) is added after each current injection step. To improve signal-to-noise-ratio, an
oversampling technique is implemented by acquiring multiple potential measure-
ments from all boundary electrodes and averaging before switching to a new pair
of current-injecting electrodes.
4.4 Reconstruction Software
A user interface for experimental control and for the real-time inverse solution
and image reconstruction was written in Matlab®. Although Electrical Impedance
Tomography and Diffuse Optical Tomography Reconstruction Software (EIDORS)
[4] was used for the initial testing, most of the experimental software was designed
and implemented by the author. This provided better control of the software and
all desired changes that were required for this application.
Figure 4.4 shows a flow chart of the software implemented. From that, it is
possible to notice that the user interface is used to configure all parameters and
control of data acquisition and real-time visualisation. Some of the main properties
of the software package are the following:
• The geometry of the domain can be selected among a predefined set of shapes.
• Electrodes can be up to sixteen in accordance with the hardware design.
• Mesh size used in the solving the inverse problem can be changed to control
the number of elements of the FEM and thus adjust its resolution.
• The initial homogeneous resistivity of the domain. It is required for modelling
and solving the forward problem.
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• The contact impedance can be set to improve the accuracy of the model. How-
ever, since difference imaging is used, only an approximated value is required.
In fact, any error in the inverse solution is cancelled out.
• Injection, and measurement patterns can be chosen, and can be further added
by the user. Additionally, the algorithm for the inverse solution, and the prior
regularisation prior can be selected accordingly a predefined set.
• The value alpha of the hyperparameter that control the smoothness of the
regularisation.
Once the parameters are set, the algorithms proceed to creating the forward
model. Once the model is set, the Jacobian J and (JTJ + α2Q)−1JT in Equation
3.40 can be computed from the assumed homogeneous conductivity distribution.
All quantities, at this point, can be calculated off-line increasing the speed of the
inverse resolution.
In this work, difference imaging has been used. This technique requires the
acquisition of two sets of potentials, V1 and V2, taken at two different times.
The difference in the potentials, ∆V, is then used to calculate the changes in
conductivity, ∆σ, inside the conductivity domain. A first set of potential V1 is
acquired and stored as an initial reference. Then, the inverse solution is computed
inside an infinite loop that constantly updates V2 with the acquired measurements
and computes the inverse solution. Within the same loop it is possible to display
the reconstructed conductivity, and to store the acquired data for later off-line
processing. For display purposes only, a two-dimensional circular averaging filter
was used after image reconstruction to reduce the stepwise changes caused by the
FEM approximation.
The image reconstruction rate is affected by the complexity of the inverse
solution, which depends linearly on the number of elements in the Jacobian matrix
J. Any dynamic contact that contains frequency components exceeding one half of
the reconstruction frequency would not be accurately determinate by the system,
according to the Nyquist sampling theorem.
4.4.1 Metrics for Reconstruction Evaluation
Assessing the quality of a reconstructed image in EIT is difficult. In fact, EIT
imaging performance depends strongly on the reconstruction algorithm and its
parameters. To minimise bias when investigating driving patterns and verify that
improvements to the EIT reconstruction are available, several commonly used
regularisation methods and hyperparameter values were compared. Several metrics
[1, 3, 151] have been used to measure the quality of the reconstructed images. In
this work three metrics—in addition to the maximum intensity value—previously
used in medical imaging are considered.
Maximum Intensity
This metric is calculated as the value of maximum intensity of conductivity change
in the reconstructed image. A constant intensity change, due to the same stimulus
at any position across the conductive domain is the desired behaviour to achieve.
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Fig. 4.4: Flow chart of the experimental EIT software. Data acquisition stage (grey
boxes) is described in detail in Figure 4.5
Spatial Resolution at 50% of Image Amplitude
This value (RES50) is calculated by evaluating the ratio between the number of
elements in the reconstructed image having value at least 50% of the maximum
amplitude, and the total number of elements in the mesh.
RES50 =
(
1−
√
Elements over 50%− 1
Total Elements
)
(4.1)
The metric is similar to the ones proposed in Adler and Guardo [1] and Wheeler
et al. [151]. As the spatial resolution increases, so does the capability of the system
to discriminate between two different stimuli rather than to mis-reconstruct them
as one.
The relatively low resolution of the EIT-based imaging, as compared to other
technologies, also affects its capability to discriminate between stimuli and makes
it not suitable for applications where high spatial resolution is required. In a soft
robot, stronger pressures mask weaker pressures, and it is more difficult to dis-
criminate when two events occur at the same time.
Shape Deformation Angle
The sharpness of the reconstructed image can be derived by considering the differ-
ence between its RES75 and its RES50 spatial resolution, where RES75 is similar
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Fig. 4.5: Flow chart of the EIT data acquisition stage for a full set of potential
measurements both with, and without, the over-sampling stage.
to the measure just introduced with the main difference in the threshold used. The
angle β can be obtained as follows:
β = tan−1
(
25% of max amplitude
(RES75 −RES50)/2
)
(4.2)
In a discontinuous reconstruction, RES75 is expected to be equal to RES50,
hence β = 90 deg. This metric is based on the shape deformation metric presented
by Adler et al. [3] in which the difference between two assumed circular areas is
computed. Here the assumption of circular reconstructions is removed and only
the absolute differences are computed. The metric is calculated as an angle since
this provides additional information about the overall shape.
Distance Error at 75% of Maximum Image Amplitude
The distance error (ERR75) was evaluated by computing the Euclidean distance
between the centroid of the stimulus (x1, y1) and the centroid of the reconstructed
image (x2, y2). Only those elements in the reconstructed image containing at least
75% of the maximum amplitude were considered
ERR75 =
√
(x1 − x2)2 + (y1 − y2)2. (4.3)
A distance error value of zero (ERR75 = 0) would represent perfect perfor-
mance by this measure. Similar to the spatial resolution metric, the distance error
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accuracy varies depending on the drive pattern, reconstruction algorithm, total
number, and location of electrodes.
4.4.2 Image Processing and Data Analysis
The just mentioned metrics can be used to extract the position and specific in-
formation of a single inhomogeneity that has been detected in the reconstructed
image. In case more than one event occur over the sensitive surface, additional
processing is needed to identify each event and the information retrieved from
them. This processing does not affect the reconstructed image, it is only used to
identify the position and area of the detected inhomogeneities.
Each of these can be described as a point spread function (PSF), such as the
response of an imaging system to a point source or point object. In this context,
due to the low resolution of the imaging technique, the PSF can be seen as the
extended blob in an image that represents an unresolved object. As in the typical
application, the degree of spreading (blurring) of the point object is a measure for
the quality of an imaging system. These considerations allow to apply common
image processing techniques to identify the position of the inhomogeneities and
extract information from them. Figure 4.6 gives an overview of the applied method.
Each inhomogeneity is considered independently, but to process them it is fun-
damental to identify its location. In order to proceed in the identification, an initial
thresholding with respect to the maximum amplitude is performed. The value of
the threshold Γ1 is set according to the case, but experimentally values ranging
between 60% and 70% of the maximum pixel intensity have proven to be a good
choice. In order to reduce the steepness of the FEM discrete approximation, a
gaussian filter is applied to the thresholded image followed by a second threshold-
ing Γ2 in which only the pixel having more than 90% of Γ1 are selected. Simple
thresholding process, as the ones described so far, are not enough to clearly dis-
tinguish between inhomogeneities that are relatively close to each other. To better
identify them an additional step is needed.
Once the thresholded image is returned, the peaks of each detected region are
identified. There are two possible approaches to perform this task. The first consists
in scanning all the detected pixels and select only the ones that have a value greater
that the ones of the neighbouring pixels. The process is robust, fast—linear with
the number of detected elements—and has the advantage of identifying with high
probability the “true” PSF local maximum. The second approach is based on the
use of weighted centroids. This approach uses the same image processing, with the
difference that it just calculates the weighted centroid of each connected object that
was obtained following the image processing. While this gives sub-pixel resolution,
it can miss peaks that are very close to each other, and runs slightly slower.
4.5 Development of the Conductive Layer
In this section we describe the development of the conductive substrate used in the
experiments performed in this research. In order to allow full adaptability of the
system we decided to develop two different conductive domains. A first one, made
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Fig. 4.6: Schematic overview of the process used to identify single inhomogeneities
detected in the reconstructed image.
by layering a conductive textile over a thin foam substrate was used to evaluate
the performance of the system in different scenarios. The second, a conductive
silicone-based structure, was used to test the system capabilities in a soft robotic
context. Details about the development and the properties of the materials used
are discussed in the following sections.
4.5.1 Skin Fabrication
The properties of the material that is used to form the EIT-based skin are crucial
to its performance. An ideal material would have continuous and homogeneous
conductivity, give large, linear and local changes in conductivity in response to
forces applied normal to the surface, and have no conductivity change as a result
of stretch. Cost should also be low. A number of materials were investigated with
the aim of finding the one with the best properties. To the writer’s knowledge
there are no suitable materials that are commercially available, so a custom-made
material was necessary.
Initial experiments were performed with an inexpensive four-way knitted con-
ductive fabric manufactured by Statex. This material is a highly conductive (sur-
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face resistivity Ω < 1 Ohm/sq), medical grade silver plated 78% Nylon 22%
elastomer fabric with the ability to stretch in both directions (maximum stretch
≈ 100% in length and ≈ 65% in width). The surface conductivity of the material
changes as it is stretched in-plane or compressed normal to the plane of the fabric.
These conductivity changes are due to changes in the contact area between the
conductive strings in the structure of the fabric. Then when the fabric is stretched,
the increased separation between conductive strings causes a non-linear reduction
in the contact area and—as a result—a non-linear decrease in conductivity. Com-
pression of the fabric has the opposite effect, although greater conductivity changes
were observed due to stretch.
Sheet resistance is used when measuring the resistance of thin films of con-
ductive materials that are nominally uniform in thickness. Values are typically
expressed as “Ohms per square” (Ohm/sq) to emphasise that the resistance is
independent of the size of the sample. The term conductivity, as opposed to re-
sistivity, will be used here for consistency with the EIT mathematical model and
the literature. The terms conductivity and surface conductivity—in Siemens per
square (S/sq)—will be used interchangeably when referring to thin conductive
fabrics.
A prototype circular sensitive skin was made by positioning eight stainless steel
bolts used as electrodes around a circular piece of the conductive textile of 200
mm diameter, as can be seen in Figure 4.7. As electrodes, eight stainless steel
bolts were used and fixed near the edge of this layer. A constant DC current was
injected across adjacent pairs of electrodes while potential measurements were
taken at all remaining adjacent pairs using the adjacent drive pattern. Due to
the high conductivity of the cloth, 100 mA of current was required to achieve
acceptable potential levels at the boundary. Since greater changes were observed
due to stretch in comparison to pressure, a non-conductive foam was used under
the fabric to increase fabric stretch as a result of pressure. The complete electrode
model and a Gaussian-type prior regularisation were used for the inverse solution.
4.5.2 Conductive Soft Body
The use of conductive textile is a good starting point for the development of
a stretchable sensor based on EIT. This approach allows the development of a
simple structure that can be placed around different geometries and easily conform
to those. But, when soft robots are considered, the advantages brought from the
use of conductive text are reduced or even nullified by the effect of the material
used to build soft robots: silicon rubber.
Silicone rubber is an elastomer composed of silicone that is widely used in
industry. It is also becoming more and more accessible to the robotic community.
In general, silicone rubber is stable, and resistant to extreme environments and
temperatures while still maintaining its useful properties such as:
• The ability to repeal water and form watertight seals.
• Durability, it can stand up to large impacts.
• Flexible and can adapt to an underlying structure, and can be stretched.
• Does not support microbiological growth, it is inert, and non-toxic making it
usable in biomedical application.
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Fig. 4.7: Experimental conductive substrate (grey textile) made by layering a con-
ductive textile over a thin foam material (blue material). The structure has been
then attached to eight stainless alligator clip used as electrodes.
• Has low thermal and chemical conductivity.
• Can be moulded in unlimited number of shapes and textures.
• Shows electrical insulation properties, unless it is made conductive.
Due to these properties and its ease of manufacturing and shaping, silicon
rubber can be found in a wide variety of products. In its uncured state, silicone
rubber is a highly-adhesive gel or liquid. In order to convert to solid, it must be
cured, vulcanised, or catalysed. This is normally carried out in a two-stage process
while manufacturing the desired shape, and then during a prolongated post-cure
process. This simple shaping process makes the use of silicon rubbers simple for
developing robotic devices that are inherently flexible, safe for interaction, and
adaptable. In addition, the possibility to easily reproduce any shape allows the
design and embedding of pneumatic actuators within the soft structure [66, 118,
127].
Although these properties make silicone rubber a good candidate for develop-
ing novel robotic technologies, they also bring some limitations. One of these, as
mentioned earlier, is the incompatibility with conductive textiles. This incompat-
ibility is related to the fact that once the textile is embedded within the silicone,
it looses the capability to conduct current. In fact, silicone fills the spaces between
conductive strings and thus prevents the current to properly distribute over the
surface. A different approach to overcome this issue consists in attaching the textile
over the silicone rubber surface [28]. This can not be done by using of glue since
silicone does not stick to many surfaces. Alternatives, such stitching the textile to
the silicon rubber, may be advantageous for some applications but it is not trivial
to keep a constant compliance wth the underlying structure.
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Ecoex 00-10 Ecoex 00-30 50% NaCl C 200μm
50%
C 30μm
50%
C 20μm
50%
C 200μm
50% + 5g
C 30μm
50% + 5g
C 20μm
50% + 5g
Non conductive Partial internal conductivity
Conductive surface
Conductive material + silicone rubber
Coated with conductive material
Fig. 4.8: A series of mixture made to create a conductive silicone. Two different
conductive substances have been added to the silicone rubber: Sodium chloride
(NaCl), and Graphite (C). Values in percentage indicate the quantity of conductive
material added w.r.t. the amount of silicone used, while values in grams indicate
the quantity of material spread over the surface before the silicone rubber was
fully cured.
In order to fully exploit EIT as sensing technique to silicon rubber, it is nec-
essary to make it conductive. The process of making silicone rubber conductive
it is not new, but it has been generally only possible in large industrial process.
The basic idea of conductive silicone is that, while silicone is totally insulating, it
can be impregnated with conductive particles. Often this is done by adding small
metal or carbon particles to the compound. Graphite, often in the form of carbon
powder, is probably the most common choice because it is cheap, non-toxic, and
does not corrode. Figure 4.8 shows some of the mixture initially used to create a
conductive silicone.
Silicone is a instable material and adding different substances can lead to dif-
ferent problems. Some common problems are:
• Cure inhibition: the material added may prevent the silicone from curing into
its solid state and thus keeping it in its semi-liquid form.
• Non-rubber property: the addition of the material can make the silicone rubber
conductive but if it can also stiffen it. This is an unwanted property especially
in the development of a complaint sensor.
• High impedance: most of the common techniques allow to create a rubber that
is conductive, with high resistance (> 100MΩ).
• Platinum interference: this problem emerges when platinum cure silicones are
used. Adding Graphite to these compounds makes them conductive only in
their semi-liquid state. Once the silicone cures, it completely looses the con-
ductive properties of the added element. In fact, once mixed silicone surrounds
all the individual particles and insulate them from each other inhibiting the
current to be transferred.
Instead of using graphite, in this research chopped carbon fibres have been in-
corporated within a platinum cured silicon rubber from Smooth-On, Inc. (Ecoflex®
00-10, Ecoflex® 00-30). Carbon fibres are conductive bits of material used to in-
crease the strengths of different materials. These, unlike graphite particles, have
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Fig. 4.9: Sequence of steps required for the development of a soft, conductive
silicone rubber.
the advantages of being into thin fibres that once mixed to the platinum cured
compound do not interfere with the curing process, and still maintain their con-
ductive properties both in the silicone semi-liquid and cured form. In addition,
using carbon fibres allows the following advantages in the final product:
• Rubber properties and conductivity.
• The mixture results are non-toxic.
• Low resistivity (40-150 Ω) when compared to other techniques. This means
that the same compounds can also be used for capacitive sensing and not only
for resistive sensing.
• Electrically stable: slight changes in pressure or bending do not greatly change
the resistance of the material.
• Tight connection: the use of thin fibres increases the connectivity between the
single elements.
• Fully mouldable: the resulting compound is more viscous w.r.t. the original
silicone rubber, but it can still be moulded into any shape.
The steps needed for the development of the soft silicon-based conductive sen-
sor are shown in Figure 4.9. The process begins with the cast of the conductive
part. Carbon fibres are mixed with a small quantity of rubbing alcohol (isopropyl
alcohol) in order to break apart the little hairs forming the carbon fibre structure.
Some of the dispersed hairs are then mixed with Part A of the silicone mixture.
In order not to interfere with the curing process, all the alcohol should be totally
evaporated before mixing the fibres with the silicone. At the same time, the fibres
should not be completely dry otherwise they will combine again forming bloks of
conductive material that will stiffen the silicone rubber. Once the two material
are completely blended, Part B is added to the mixture. After this process, the
mixture is ready to be moulded into any shape. In the final step of the process, the
entire sensor is sealed with the same silicone material to protect it, and to prove
the embedded capability into a soft robot developed with this mixture.
In general, by adding 5% carbon fibres to the mix, the average resistivity is s
about 500 Ω for a piece of conductive rubber of 5 cm length. This value varies from
40 Ω to 2-3 kΩ. In theory the property of this conductive rubber should vary with
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Fig. 4.10: Developed silicon rubber-based sensors. (Left) A two dimensional,
stretchable, skin-like sensor. (Right) A cylindrical soft conductive structure.
the volume being measured across. Depending on the arrangement of the fibres
within the compound, it is possible to measure smaller resistance across larger
chunks than when probes are placed in closer proximity. However, the conductive
silicon material changes its resistance when bent, compressed, or stretched. Figure
4.10 shows some of the conductive substrates developed during this thesis.
4.6 Summary and Conclusions
This chapter introduces the requirements and the implementation steps used in
the development of the hardware and software used in this research to imple-
ment a deformable sensor based on EIT with multiple external electrodes. The
requirements have been derived fro the mathematical formulation of the problem
presented in the previous chapter. Using these, a series of simplifications have
been considered to reduce the hardware requirements, to allow portability, and to
facilitate battery-driven applications.
A key point in the development of a portable EIT system was the choice of using
DC current—instead AC current—in conjunction with the application of bipolar
patterns. These choices allow the use of a single current source that simplifies the
hardware implementation and to reduce the cost and the power consumption, and
to avoid synchronisation mechanism for data sampling. Detail of the components
used in the development, and circuit diagrams are also provided in the chapter
as reference. In addition to the details of the driving/read-out electronics, in this
chapter we also introduced the functions implemented in the software used for
the inverse solving, and the metrics used to evaluate the reconstructed images.
These metrics also characterise the ability to differentiate between multiple stimuli
that are applied simultaneously. In order to detect the applied stimuli, additional
post-processing is performed over the returned conductivity map. The process is
presented and discussed in the chapter.
In addition to the developed hardware, in this chapter we also presented the
step used for the realisation of the conductive substrate used as sensing layer.
Two different versions have been developed, for both the main properties are
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presented and analysed. The first substate is based on the use of a conductive
textile that changes its resistivity value when stretched in-plane or compressed by a
normal force. In order to better discriminate normal forces with respect to in-plane
stretches, we applied a soft, thin, deformable foam layer has been placed beneath
the conductive textile. The sensing layer can take any two-dimensional geometry,
and can also be wrapped around three-dimensional shapes. The second substrate,
instead, has been realised in silicon rubber that has been made conductive by
the use of a mixture of carbon fibres. Differently from the previous version of the
conductive substrate, the resulting material can be shaped in any two–, three-
dimensional geometry according to the needs. The use of silicon rubber allows to
the substrate to be stretched, bended, and can absorb normal forces.
The following chapters will present the characterisation of the developed hard-
ware and conducive substrates. Various experiments have been performed in order
to capture the features and the limitations of the materials used. Initial tests
have been conducted with the artificial skin fixed flat on a desk, while later ones
demonstrate EIT applied to create sensitive skin that covers three-dimensionally
contoured bodies.
5System Performance Evaluation
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter the initial system performance evaluation will be presented. Per-
formance will be determined based on experiments with the hardware described in
previous chapter, and by using the textile-based conductive domain. The system
has been tested with different configurations spanning from data acquisition to test
the basic measurements protocols, to the application of the sensor around curved
surfaces to prove the adaptability of the method. In the following sections, for
each tested scenario we will present both the experimental setup and the related
experimental protocol used to perform the test.
5.2 Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we will describe the experimental setup used to characterise the
behaviour of the sensor under different conditions. In a first phase, electric poten-
tials are acquired both in absence and in presence of different loads applied to the
artificial skin. These initial measurements are fundamental to create a series of ref-
erence values for the conductivity reconstruction. In a second phase, we applied the
reconstruction algorithm to prove the capability of the system to correctly iden-
tify the presence of the probe and its position. In the last phase, more complex
interactions—as multi-touch contact, and application over curved surfaces—were
addressed to test the artificial skin capabilities.
5.2.1 Experimental Setup
The experimental setup employed for the characterisation of the smart skin system
consists of the components schematically illustrated in Figure 5.1. The artificial
skin is connected to the driving/readout electronics previously described. This is
controlled by an external ATmega2560 powered micro-controller that is used to
both switch the status of the different channels, and as data acquisition board
(DAQ). A laptop with Matlab installed is connected to the micro-controller, used
to control the whole system, and to compute the inverse problem solution.
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Fig. 5.1: Schematic view of the experimental setup. The artificial skin is connected
by wire to the ad-hoc developed driving/read-out circuit. This is connected to a
microcontroller that sets the status of each channel, and functions as a digital
acquisition board. The whole system is then connected to a laptop on which the
main program and the inverse solver are running.
To prove the adaptability of the system to react and detect various stimuli, we
used different probes that vary in size and shape. For instance, we used 3 different
circular probes with radius ranging from 15 mm to 25 mm, and a square probe
with a side of 15 mm. In all experiments, in order to cope with possible fluctuations
of the acquired value, a series of 10 measurements were made and then the mean
value was used. In all experiments, unless differently stated, the artificial skin was
placed on a flat surface.
For the reconstruction process, we used a dynamic imaging approach. A refer-
ence measurement was acquired and stored to be compared with voltage measure-
ments takes at consecutive times. Although the EIT community is moving toward
a unified approach to reconstruct 2D medical images [3], as inverse solving algo-
rithm we used the Gauss-Newton EIT reconstruction approaches, which have been
widely used in EIT since the late 1980s [21]. The approach allows to represent the
solution as a linear reconstruction matrix, which can be pre-computed and thus
allows rapid, real-time imaging. The parameters used for the inverse solver were
derived empirically by measuring the error of the reconstruction using different
probes and then by selecting the best solution. In order to provide consistency in
the reconstruction, the parameter values remain the same during all experiments,
unless otherwise stated.
5.2.2 Experimental Protocol
Different tests were performed to assess the overall performance of the sensors,
according to the following protocols.
Preliminary Analysis on the Sensor Working Principle
A first series of experiments were performed in order to capture the output value
of each electrode in absence of any force applied over the sensing area. At first,
the output of an arbitrary chosen electrode was directly monitored and acquired
with Matlab during a full driving cycle. In order to obtain valid measurements, we
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waited the fixed amount of time of 2 µs (empirically found) to ensure electromag-
netic stability before acquiring the data. The obtained value can be considered as
the offset for the voltage potential measurements to be used in later phases where
differences in the measured data correspond to the presence of inhomogeneity
within the sensing layer due to external stimuli (i.e. touch or stretch).
Indentation Tests and Electrode Sensibility
Following the results obtained in the first series of experiments, we continued by
evaluating the changes in conductivity as a function of size and position of different
loads applied over the sensing area. In order to better understand this phenomenon,
we applied the probe to the region directly facing each electrode. The test were
performed using probes with different sizes and shapes while keeping the applied
force constant. For each configuration, we acquired the data 10 times and then
averaged them to obtain a more stable waveform. Two of the results are shown in
Figure 5.5 and 5.6 respectively.
Pressure Map Reconstruction
The artificial skin functionality was validated by means of indentation tests with
different probes as indenter. The acquired voltage potentials obtained in the pre-
vious experiments were then used to tune the inverse problem solver and then
reconstruct the conductivity map associated with the artificial skin. This series
of experiments was aimed at proving the capabilities of the inverse solver in de-
tecting the position and size of the different probes used in the tests. Once the
reconstruction was returned, to identify the position and the area associated to
the inhomogeneity we performed first a peak detection to identify the point with
maximum intensity, and then a thresholding according to the peak value. In this
phase we only considered single events that occurred over the surface.
Multi-Pressure Test
To prove the capability of the artificial skin in detecting multiple contacts at the
same time, the system was placed on a flat surface, and different contacts were
made on its sensing area by means of hand-held probes with a circular section.
Each loads was added sequentially, and then removed in the same order. During the
experiment to provide uniform pressure, over each probe was applied a constant
force. Additional test to improve object discrimination and pressure measurements
will be left as future work.
Application over Curved and Deformable Surface
With the last series of experiments we wanted to prove the adaptability of the arti-
ficial skin to different substrates, in particular to curved and deformable surfaces.
In order to proceed in this direction, we first placed the artificial skin over cylin-
drical surfaces with different radii. Afterwards, we placed the sensor over other
objects such as a bendable mannequin arm, the back of a chair, and around a
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deformable foam-made cylinder. Where the underlying object did not provide suf-
ficient support for the artificial skin, we placed the object over a table. Once the
artificial skin was applied over these geometries, we performed similar experiments
as in the case of the flat surface. During these tests, we focused or attention on:
i) the capability of the system to detect a change of shape, ii) and the robustness
of the sensing technique even under large deformations. In the first case, we used
the reference voltage taken on a flat surface and we compared these with the ones
taken when the sensor was wrapped around the curved surface. In the second case,
instead, both the reference and later measurements were taken directly when the
artificial skin was placed over the curved surface.
5.3 Results
The results of each single experiments are reported in the following sections sub-
divided into their respective category.
5.3.1 Working Principle and Material Characterisation
Initial tests were performed to understand the behaviour of the conductive
material—used as sensing layer—when an electrical current flows through it. Due
to the high conductivity of the material (¡ 1 Ohm/sq.), 100 mA of current were
required in order to achieve an acceptable voltage potential level at the boundary.
During the characterisation process, no physical contact or force was applied over
the sensing area of the smart artificial skin. Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show the voltage
potential measurements, respectively at electrode 3 and 6 during a full cycle of
excitations. The values were acquired using adjacent patter, thus each value in the
graph represents the potential calculated between two adjoining electrodes. As the
measurements suggest, the maximum and minimum variations can be found when
the driving electrodes are close to the one where the measurements are taken. The
voltage potentials acquired from all the electrodes represents a reference voltage,
V0, used to calculate differences in the electric potentials when an event occurs over
the sensor surface. Figure 5.4 shows an example of the reference measurement.
5.3.2 Single Point Contact - Signal Indentation
Using the same electrode configuration as in the previous experiments, we evalu-
ated the changes in the acquired electric potentials as a consequence of an applied
load over the sensing area. To better notice the phenomenon, we chose the posi-
tion of the probe 5-10 mm apart from to the electrode under test. For this specific
test we used only one probe with a circular section (15 mm radius) over which
we applied a constant force of 3 N. By simply comparing the measurements in
presence and in absence of the applied load is not possible to clearly appreciate
the difference between them. A more clear understanding is noticeable by consid-
ering the absolute variation (Vmeas − V0) between the two measurements. Figure
5.5 shows the absolute difference using the value acquired by electrode 2 (E2)
when the probe was placed in the region facing the electrode. In the figure, the
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Fig. 5.2: Electric potentials measured at electrode 3 (E3) in an 8-channel con-
figuration. Measurements are taken using an adjacent pattern both in excitation
and acquisition phases. The positive peaks correspond to the electrode “closed”
to ground nodes. Differently, the negative peak occurs when E3 is used as current
sink. Error bars show the variability of measurements calculated over 10 samples.
Fig. 5.3: Electric potentials measured at electrode 6 (E6) in an 8-channel con-
figuration. Measurements are taken using an adjacent pattern both in excitation
and acquisition phases. The positive peaks correspond to the electrode “closed”
to ground nodes. Differently, the negative peak occurs when E6 is used as current
sink. Error bars show the variability of measurements calculated over 10 samples.
different measurements are grouped according to the electrode acting as ground.
Each bar represents a voltage difference computed over adjacent electrodes—e.g.
the first bar refers to electrodes E1-E2, the second to E2-E3, and so on until all
the electrode pairs are considered. Shaded regions present in the figure are not to
be considered since the electrode under consideration was acting as current source
or connected to ground. In the figure, major negative changes occur in the elec-
trode pairs that involve E2 (i.e. first 3 bars in each group). The changes are a
consequence of the presence of the probe that, acting on the conductive surface,
changes the local conductivity of the layer. Is possible to notice a similar pattern
when any of the other electrodes is considered. As reference, Figure 5.6 shows the
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Fig. 5.4: Electric potentials measured at each electrode pair by using an adjacent
pattern both in excitation and acquisition phases. The measurements were taken
when no load was applied over the artificial skin.
absolute voltage potential when a load is acting in the region facing the electrode
7 (E7).
Considering the same electrode configuration, we evaluated the changes in the
absolute voltage variation as a function of the probe size while applying a constant
force (5 N) over them. Three different circular probes with radius of 15 mm, 18
mm, and 25 mm were placed independently in front of the region facing electrode 4
(E4). Figure 5.7 shows the results of the experiments. As the graph suggests, with
the increase of the probe size, the variations of the voltage potential increase. The
phenomenon was expected since a larger probe generates a wider inhomogeneity
area that causes a consequent voltage drop. Even if the probe size is changed, it
is still possible to notice a large negative change in the electric potentials when
E4 is considered in the measure. Similar effects are expected in the case where the
probe area remains constant and the applied force is increased. This consideration
requires additional verification that is left as future work.
5.3.3 Conductivity Map Reconstruction
In this phase, we validate the capabilities of the inverse solver to reconstruct
the pressure map of forces acting over the sensing area of the artificial skin. As
previously introduced (section 5.2), in order to guarantee the solvability of the
inverse problem, we precondition the solution using NOSER (Newton’s one-step
error reconstructor) Gauss-Newton normalised difference inverse. For the initial
test, we used a single circular probes with a radius of 18 mm, and we placed it in
different regions of the sensing area. Figures 6.3a-6.3c show the results obtained
by the reconstruction algorithm. It is worth to say that no filtering of the data
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Fig. 5.5: Electric potential measurements acquired when a probe is placed in the
region facing the electrode 2 (E2). The values are grouped by what electrode is
used as ground following an adjacent pattern (highlighted in the top part of the
figure). The shaded portion of the graph corresponds to the configuration when
E2 is one of the driving electrodes. The major noticeable differences are the ones
when E2 is involved in the measurements.
was performed during any phase of the process. In the image, the inhomogeneity
is clearly distinguishable from the background but its shape is not well defined.
As the images suggest, the closer the object is to the centre of the sensitive area,
the lower is the interaction between the applied force and the constraint produced
by the electrodes (Figure 6.3c). Differently, the closer the probe is placed to the
boundaries, and thus closer to the electrodes, the reconstructed shape of the probe
results to be less precise. This can be caused by the effect the pressure has in the
applied point and the constraints due to the presence of the electrodes. To partially
overcome this issue, we processed the reconstructed map by thresholding it and
considering only the pixels having value up to 70% of the detected maximum value.
Figures 6.3d-5.8f show the reconstructed conductivity map with superimpose its
centre.
We also tested the inverse solver capabilities to distinguish different probe
shapes when applied, independently, in the same position. In order to have less
interaction with the boundaries, that have proven to suffer from a highest distor-
tion due to the interaction of the probe with the electrode, we decided to use the
central region for the tests. Figure 5.9 shows the results of the reconstruction using
the 3 circular probes, and a square one to which was applied a constant force of
3 N. Due to the intrinsic low spatial resolution of the EIT method in this region
it was not possible to clearly discriminate between the sharp-edged probe (Figure
5.9d) from the circular ones. Nevertheless the change in the probe size (Figures
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Fig. 5.6: Electric potential measurements acquired when a probe is acting in the
region facing the electrode 7 (E7). The values are grouped by what electrode is
used as ground following an adjacent pattern (highlighted in the top part of the
figure). Not considering the region where E7 is acting as driving electrode (shaded
area), the major noticeable differences are the ones when E7 is involved in the
measurements (i.e. last two bar in each group).
5.9a-5.9c) can be clearly identified as the increase of the detected maximum value
when a common colour scale is used.
5.3.4 Multi-Pressure Test
Following the experimental design described in the previous sections, we tested the
capabilities of the artificial skin to detect multiple events that occur sequentially
and simultaneously over the sensing area of the artificial skin. Three probes with
the same size and shape (circular section with 15mm radius) were manually placed
and then removed sequentially over the sensitive surface of the artificial skin. In
order to ensure the equal applied forces, a mass of 400 g was placed over each probe.
As in the previous case, no signal processing was performed prior or during the
image reconstruction; the only operation that was performed was the precondition
of the solver to ensure solvability. In Figure 5.10, selected frames obtained trough
the reconstruction process are presented.
As in the previous cases, we processed the conductivity map to obtain the area
where each probe was acting. We first applied the same methodology as in the
precious cases, but we were unable to correctly identify the third probe when it
was placed on the sensing area together with the other probes (Figure 5.10e). For
this reason, we reduced the threshold value from 70% of the maximum value to its
60% value. As the images suggest, the shapes of the probes could not be correctly
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Fig. 5.7: Difference in electric potentials measured when different probes are placed
in the region facing electrode 4 (E4). The probes have different size, while the
applied force is kept constant. As in the previous image, the shaded regions cor-
respond to E4 acting as driving electrode.
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Fig. 5.8: Reconstructed conductivity map of different stimuli applied over the
artificial skin by a circular head probe of 18mm radius. The probe was placed (a)
between electrodes E3 and E4, (b) between electrodes E7 and E8, (c) in the centre
of the sensing area. Figures (d), (e) and (f) show the processed data respectively
of figures (a), (b), and (c). In each of the processed images, the centre and the
computed boundary of the detected inhomogeneity are shown.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 5.9: Reconstructed images as a function of different probes applied at the
centre of the artificial skin. The results provided are respectively for: (a) a circular
probe with 15 mm radius, (b) a circular probe with 18 mm radius, (c) a circular
probe with 25 mm radius, and (d) a square probe with a side of 15 mm. Due to the
low resolution of the system, it is not possible to clearly discriminate between the
different shapes. Nevertheless the change in the probe size can be easily identified.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
Fig. 5.10: Selected frames in the multi-pressure experiment. (a) Probes positions,
(b) reference voltage, (c)-(e) sequential load and (f)-(h) unload of the different
probes. In each frame, for each probe, its centroid and the computed boundaries
are shown.
detected as a consequence of the position and the interaction of the electrodes.
In addition, the artificial skin shows some hysteresis after the removal of all the
probes. This can be caused by the partial detachment of the conductive textile
from its substrate, and by the change of conductivity of the sensing layer as a
consequence of the applied forces.
5.3.5 Application over Curved Surface
The last series of experiments was carried out to prove the adaptability of the arti-
ficial skin to conform to different geometries while maintaining its sensing property.
Furthermore, is also possible to test the efficiency in determining changes in shape
(e.g. bending) due to the application of the artificial skin over different geometries
and comparing the acquired electric potentials with the ones acquired over a flat
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(a) (b)
Fig. 5.11: ]
Results of the application of the artificial skin over a curved surface. The reconstructed
conductivity map was generated by using as reference the measurements taken over a
flat surface with no load acting over the artificial skin. In this experiment we used two
polyethylene foam extruded cylinders with diameters of (a) 40 mm, and (b) 70 mm. As
the results suggest, as the diameter of the underlying object increases, the maximum
intensity and the area of the detected inhomogeneity increase.
surface. In this section we present the results obtained after the application of the
artificial skin over different curved and deformable objects.
As initial test, we placed the artificial skin over a flat surface and then took a
series of voltage potential measurements. With those values stored as a reference,
we placed the artificial skin over different cylindrical objects—two polyethylene
foam extruded cylinders—with a radius of 40 mm and 70 mm, respectively. The two
cylinders were then placed over a flat surface in order to provide sufficient support,
and avoid their bending. Due to the presence of the foam substrate, and the small
size of the underlying object, the artificial skin could not conform perfectly to it.
Thus, in order to fully cover the cylindrical object, we kept the two free sides of
the artificial skin together by means of a plastic strip. In such configuration, we
performed the electric potentials measurements. Figures 5.11a and 5.11b show the
results for the two different cylinders respectively. The reconstructed conductivity
maps presented in the two figures show a different behaviour compared to the one
shown in the previous experiments. In fact, instead of having a ellipsoidal region,
this type of deformation produces a more elongated shapes. By comparing the
images in Figure 5.11, it is possible to notice a slight change both in the maximum
value detected, and in the computed deformation area—obtained as in the previous
cases by thresholding the reconstructed map. This information can be used as clue
to discriminate between different type of deformations applied to the artificial skin.
Following the results obtained in the first part of the trials, we further tested
the artificial skin capability to sense pressure when placed on curved geometries.
We evaluate such property on the following objects: a 70 mm radius cylinder
(deformable), the back of a chair (soft substrate), and a mannequin arms with
circumference of 30 mm and a total length of 295 mm. Before proceeding with the
measurements, we firmly attached the artificial skin to the underlying object to
limit the error in the reconstruction due to changes in the electrode positioning.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
(g) (h) (i)
Fig. 5.12: Example of conductivity map reconstruction over different geometries,
results are grouped by column. First column (a, d, g) experimental setup and
results when applied to a 70 mm radius cylinder (deformable). Second column (b,
e, h) experimental setup and results when applied to the back of a chair (soft
substrate). Third column (c, e, i) experimental setup and results when applied to
a mannequin arms with circumference of 30 mm (bendable). Results are ordered
according to the number shown in their relative experiment setup. The last row
of the Figure shows measurements performed when the probe was applied to the
most curved area (g, h), and when the joint angle of the mannequin arm was
changed (i). For each case, the results are obtained by applying a circular shape
probe with 18 mm of radius.
Where the object was not able to support itself, i.e. in the polyethylene foam ex-
truded cylinder case, we placed the object of a flat surface during the whole test.
We limit the experiments to a single probe of circular section of 18 mm radius.
Differently from the precious cases, reference measurements were taken after at-
taching the artificial skin on the curved surface. Results for each configuration are
shown in Figure 5.12. As the images suggest, the artificial skin can provide similar
results as the ones shown in previous cases even under large deformations.
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5.4 Summary and Conclusions
This chapter presents the experimental setup, the experimental protocol, and the
results obtained during the evaluation of the performance of the developed system.
It has been tested in different configuration spanning from data acquisition to test
the basic measurement protocols, to the application of the sensor on flat and curved
surfaces to prove its adaptability, and the robustness of the method.
A first series of experiments was performed to characterise the behaviour of the
system by using the conductive textile presented in the previous chapter. Eight
electrodes have been attached to the conductive textile and current was injected
sequentially at each electrode while the output of an arbitrary chosen electrode
was directly monitored and acquired with Matlab. The value obtained were used
to evaluate the variability of the measurements within readings, and as reference
for later phases.
To evaluate the capabilities of the system to detect changes in the conductivity
over the surface, we placed the textile-based conductive skin over a flat surface,
and applied a constant force by the means of a single probe to the region directly
facing each electrodes. The test were performed using different probe shape, and
size while the applied force remained constant. The measured values showed a
common behaviour when grouped by what electrode was used as current sink in a
adjacent pattern stimulation. The maximum and minimum variation, in fact, can
be found when the electrodes carrying electrical current are close to the one in
which proximity the probe was acting.
Following the results provided in the previous tests, we further investigate
the capabilities of the system in detecting single and multiple events that occur
sequentially and simultaneously. In this series of experiments, the sensor has been
placed on a flat surface and different probes were applied to different region of the
sensor. For the single probe cases, the system was able to identify the location of
the applied stimulus but the returned shape was not very precise, especially when
the probe was placed closer to the edge of the sensor and to the attached electrodes.
In these areas, the shape of the reconstructed inhomogeneity is elongated and not
circular as expected. The reason of this result can be traced back to the fact
that the applied forces did not deform only locally but also on the surroundings,
and the electrodes used interact with these by additionally stretching the textile.
A different limitation can be identified, instead, in the results obtained in the
multi-probe tests. Despite the fact the system was able to detect all the probes
when acting independently and simultaneously, in order to identify the third probe
acting on the sensor we had to reduce the initial threshold used to identify the
peaks of the inhomogeneities. The reason why the system did not perform correctly
by the use of the common threshold was traced back to the low resolution of the
technique and by the fact that most of the electrodes were covered by the other
two. It was confirmed by the fact that by removing one of the probes, the third
probe was correctly detected.
The last series of experiments had the aim to prove the adaptability of the
sensor over different geometries and to detect changes in the underlying structure.
To do this we investigate two different scenarios in which the experimental setup
was kept identical as in the previous cases. In the first scenario, the reference mea-
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surements were taken when the sensor was placed over a flat surface, and then it
was wrapped around two different cylindrical structures. When compared to previ-
ous results, the ones obtained following this protocol showed a different structure.
Instead of a well-localised circular structure, as in the case of single or multi-probe
experiments, it is more elongated and cover the whole domain. With the increase
of the bending angle, the area of the detected inhomogeneity and its maximum
value change. This information can be used to identify between different events
and the amount of deformation. In the second scenario, we placed the textile-based
sensor over different geometries. For each of them, reference measurements were
taken when the sensor was already in position. To prove the adaptability of the
technique to different geometries, we repeated the indentation tests in each config-
uration. The results showed that by acquiring the reference measurements when
the sensor already paced over the geometry allows to neglect the changes in the
sensor configuration and thus maintain its functionalities.
In the next chapter, we will present possible application scenarios for the de-
veloped sensor. For each of them we will introduce the experimental setup, the
protocol used, and the results obtained by applying the EIT technique on the
textile-based sensor.
6Applications for an Adaptable Soft Sensor
6.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter we presented a series of experiments and results that gave
an insights of the developed EIT system and its application over the conductive
textile substrate. In these experiments, the system’s performance and its limita-
tions were tested in different configurations designed to provide specific results on
distinct situations, and were not focused on practical applications. In this chapter,
instead, we will extend the investigation from simple scenarios to more complex
ones by considering possible applications in which and EIT-based adaptable soft
sensor can be used.
Two different scenarios will be considered in this chapter: i) the use of EIT
in medical applications to detect inhomogeneities within a soft body, and ii) the
use of EIT to detect and measure deformation. In the first case, the combination
of the imaging technique applied to the conductive substrate allows to extend is
functionalities also from functional monitoring—i.e. patient ventilation—and bio-
impedance analysis—i.e. tissue discrimination—to mechanical imaging and remote
palpation. In the second scenario, instead, we continued the experiments carried
out on the deformable cylinder and on the bendable arm presented in the previous
chapter. With these experiments we wanted to focus the attention on the detection
and evaluation of the changes in the underlying structure, a feature that is needed
for the development of a dedicated sensor for soft robots. For each case, the aim of
the experiment, its experimental setup and protocol, results, and discussion will
be provided.
6.2 Sensing within Soft Bodies
Manual palpation is still one of the most important screening process in the medical
field. By its means, doctors can infer information of the examined area—such as
resistance, resilience, roughness, temperature, moisture, texture, mobility—and
thus identify possible pathologies. In fact, human tissues present a different range
of movements when inhomogeneities, such as lesions or tumours, are present [57].
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Different techniques for screening have been developed but in addition to the
fact that they use sophisticated hardware such as superconductive magnets, ex-
pensive X-ray equipment and complex ultrasonic phased arrays, it is not always
possible to retrieve the mechanical properties of the domain under study. For this
reason, a different imaging modality has been developed to translates the sense of
touch into a digital image; this is known as tactile imaging [40, 121]. Mechanical
imaging is an imaging modality of medical diagnostics based on reconstruction
of tissue structure and viscoelastic properties using mechanical sensors [121]. The
tactile image is a function of the applied pressure on soft tissue surface, and the
reaction force measured in a specific point. Tactile imaging closely mimics man-
ual palpation, since the probe of the device acts similar to human fingers during
clinical examination. By deforming the soft tissue it is possible to detect changes
in the pressure pattern. The changes in the tissue stiffness provide a means for
characterising it, and to detect tumours and other lesions.
EIT found its main application in the medical field since its early stage. Now it
is an established technique to sample and recognise biological tissues by using the
information such as conductivity and permittivity [122] which change according
to tissue’s state of health, and during the normal functioning of the organ. The
property has been studied and now, it can be applied locally to detect the presence
of tumours in the mammary glands and in the subcutaneous tissue [20, 70, 138].
Similarly to other tomographic techniques, EIT can not provide mechanical infor-
mation per se. By applying a conductive layer that changes conductivity when a
pressure is applied it is possible to extend the functionalities of the EIT system.
In this configuration, and by using an approach similar to one used in elastog-
raphy [150], it is possible to discriminate between stiff and hard substrates. The
main idea is that whether the tissue is hard or soft will give diagnostic information
about the presence or status of disease. For example, cancerous tumours will often
be harder than the surrounding tissue, and diseased livers are stiffer than healthy
ones.
With this aim in mind, a first series of experiments was carried out to provide
an insight on the feasibility of using an EIT for mechanical imaging. In order to
provide such capability, a conductive textile was places over a soft deformable
domain within which stiffer elements have been placed. The imaging processing
remains the same as in the previous experiments, but the detected elements are
a function of the applied pressure on soft tissue surface, and the reaction forces
measured over the domain.
6.2.1 Experimental Setup and Protocol
As previously mentioned, in order to allow an EIT system to provide mechani-
cal imaging, the pressure map should be converted into changes of conductivity
over the domain. The developed hardware and its application over the conductive
textile layer already offer this capability. For this reason, during the experiments
presented in this section the hardware configuration, the conductive material, and
the injected current (100 mA) remain the same as in previous cases. However, in
order to simulate the structure of a soft organ, we developed a simple phantom
in which it is possible to place different elements that can be used to simulate the
presence of tumours or lesions.
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Fig. 6.1: A schematic representation of the experimental setup. Two rigid bodies
were placed within the soft phantom to simulate the presence of tumours.
The phantom consisted of two distinct layers of foam (100x100x15 mm3) within
which two medium-size spheres made of stiff rubber have been placed. The top
layer was then covered with a square-cut conductive textile (100x100 mm2) that
was then connected to the EIT system. To reconstruct the tactile image in a single
measurement, a homogenous pressure over the whole domain was needed. This was
achieved by positioning a rigid layer (90x90x3 mm3) over the conductive textile,
and then by applying a fixed weight over the rigid structure. Figure 6.1 shows the
schematic representation of the described experimental setup.
Before attempting direct measurements over the experimental setup, various
simulations were performed to select the optimal parameters to be used in the
different phases of the data acquisition process. Once the parameters were set, the
measuring system was connected to the conductive textile that covered the soft
body. To reduce the possible effect of artefacts in the reconstructed images, the
adjacent pattern was used in the current injection and voltage acquisition phases.
With this configuration, reference measurements were acquired when no force
was applied over the rigid substrate, while later measurements were taken when
the weight was positioned over it. A constant force of 2 N was applied and as a
consequence, the underlying soft structure deformed. On the countrary, the stiff
components did not deform and as a consequence they produced a measurable
reaction force on the conductive textile that locally changed its resistance.
In the data processing phase, part of the boundary data was removed. It was
necessary to remove the effects produced by the interaction of the stiff layer over
the conductive textile. In fact, since it was not covering the while layer, its sharp
edges interacted with the textile and produced changes in the conductivity. A part
from this post-processing, the data was processed as in previous cases.
6.2.2 Results and Discussion
Initial tests were performed with the previously described setup to understand
possible limitations. Two series of tests related to the spatial resolution were per-
formed. In the first, we investigated the capability of the system to discriminate
different size of inhomogeneity. In the second, the minimum distance between two
elements was investigated. Results are presented in Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3 re-
spectively. As the results suggest, the system can correctly identify elements with
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 6.2: Experimental results obtained by testing different size of inhomogeneity.
(a-d) the reconstructed images of elements of 10 mm, 8 mm, 7 mm, and 6 mm
radius respectively. By keeping fixed the parameters, the reconstructed image of
elements with radii lower than 6 mm contains artefacts.
size larger than 8mm radius, and placed at least 20 mm apart. For lower sizes the
system was not able to distinguish the element from the background noise, while if
placed closer than the minimal distance the two elements were merged in a single
structure.
With the system limits set, we proceeded with a series of tests in which two
inhomogeneities of different sizes were placed within the soft structure. Figure
6.4(a) shows the results obtained in the case in which two stiff objects of 10 mm
and 7 mm radii, respectively, are used to simulate the presence of tumours. A
simplified representation is presented in Figure 6.4(b). The image was obtained by
thresholding with respect to the maximum value detected over the single element.
This can be used to provide a more clear portrayal of the situation, or as a tactile
map for remote sensing.
Even if the system was able to correctly identify the location and the relative
size of the elements used in the experiments, it shows some limitations. Among
these, the spatial resolution is one of the most prominent. In most cases lesion
and tumours have a size lower than the one that is currently detectable by the
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Fig. 6.3: Experimental results obtained by testing different distances between two
elements of 10 mm radius. (a-d) the reconstructed images of inhomogeneities with
relative distance of 50 mm, 40 mm, 30 mm, and 20 mm respectively. When the dis-
tance between elements reach the 20 mm, it is not possible to correctly distinguish
them, and the system identify them as a single structure.
system, and an increase in the resolution is needed to clearly identify them. It
is possible to combine the technique with other imaging modalities in order to
overcome this limitation. Additional limitations can come when a more realistic
scenario is considered since the presence of internal structures can interfere with
the reconstruction process, or hide the presence of elements beneath them. This
limitation is shared with other tactile imaging technique since these can perform
only in the subcutaneous region. Some improvement should be considered in order
to apply the technique to real scenarios. Electrical current should be reduced to
ensure safety for the patient and a different material should be used as conductive
substrate to enable the sterilisation process.
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Fig. 6.4: Results of the proposed method presented as contour map. (a) Recon-
structed image. (b) Region having intensity value more than 75% of the maximum
value detected in each region. These regions represent the tumours inside the
sensed object.
6.3 Sensing Structural Changes of a Deformable Body
EIT is not only an imaging modality used in the medical field but, as introduced
in sections 2.4 and 3.2, it has also been used in other fields such as geophysical
exploration, industrial applications, and most recently for robotic systems. In the
latter case, EIT has been used as an adaptable sensitive skin able to detect forces
applied over the rigid structure of the robot. As shown in the previous chapter,
by properly selecting reference measurements, it is possible to detect changes in
the underlying geometry (e.g. change in the bending radius), or neglect them and
thus let the imaging technique adapt to different surfaces while maintaining its
sensitivity.
The ability to detect and adapt to changes of the underlying structure is a
property that makes EIT a suitable technique not only for traditional robotic
applications, but also for the soft robotics domain. In fact, soft robots can deform
under the effect of external forces, but at the same time these devices can absorb
and distribute the forces over the whole body. With traditional sensors it is possible
to measure forces applied directly on or in their proximity, and as a consequence it
is not always possible to identify events that occur over the whole robotic structure.
A possible solution is the use of matrix-based distributed sensing, but the main
issue remains the stiffening of the robotic structure due to the sensor architecture.
The use of EIT does not totally overcome the latter limitation, in fact, even if
the sensing layer is deformable and can easily adapt according to the needs, the
electrodes should be fixed in position, and the driving/readout electronics is made
of rigid material. The issue can be overcome by the use of flexible material for
the developing of the hardware, and by placing it in a specific location where it
minimally effects the deformability of the robotic structure.
In order to prove the feasibility of using EIT in a soft robotic application,
we extended the experiments presented in section 5.3.5. We designed a series of
experiments with the aim to test the sensor capability to adapt to the structure
over which it was placed. The sensor should follow the structure deformations,
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and should detect and differentiate the events that occur independently over the
sensorized surface. As support structure for the sensor, a continuos deformable
foam-made cylinder was used. The size of the structure chosen is larger than the
size of current soft robots, but it has been chosen accordingly to the resolution
capabilities of the available EIT sensor.
6.3.1 Experimental Setup and Protocol
Experiments were carried out on a setup similar to the one used in the tests pre-
sented in section 5.3.5. The support structure for the sensing layer was a continuos
deformable foam-made cylinder of 62 mm diameter and 865 mm in length. The
cylinder was partially covered with a square-cut conductive textile (100x100 mm2)
that was then firmly fixed to it to avoid any movement of the electrodes during
the measurements. This is an important factor since any change in the electrode
position can create artefacts and errors in the reconstructed image. The system
was then connected to the EIT electronics via rigid wires. As in all the experiments
presented so far, the hardware configuration, the current injected, and the pattern
used for the measurements remained unchanged.
With the experimental setup, we tested the capability of the system to detect
multiple touching points over the surface and deformations such as bending. In
this last test, we could evaluate the system only over a single bending location due
to the material stiffness that limited local deformations, and due to limitations of
the sensor size. As in the previous cases, before attempting direct measurements,
various simulations were performed to select the optimal parameters to be used
in the different phases of the data acquisition process. Once the parameters were
set, the measuring system was connected to the conductive textile.
During all the experiments experimental setup was placed over a flat, rigid sur-
face. In order to neglect the effects due to changes in the reference measurements,
we acquired both the reference measurement and the later ones when the textile
was already placed around the cylindrical structure. The choice allowed to detect
applied forces, and to identify changes in the configuration of the experimental
setup with respect to the initial one.
Once the experimental setup was put in place, a constant force of 2 N was
applied over two locations of the sensing surface with a relative distance larger
than the one needed to correctly identify two independent event (i.e. 20 mm). As
indenter, we used two identical circular probes (30 mm diameter) over which the
force was separately applied. The experiment then continued with the deforma-
tion tests. The setup was left over the flat surface and was manually bent while
holding its extremes. The conductive textile, placed in the central part of the cylin-
der, consequentially stretched. In this case, potential measurements were acquired
when the structure was in its reference position, and right after the bending was
completed. In these experiments we were not directly interested in measuring the
bending angle of the structure, but we were more focused in proving the capability
of the system in discriminating between different events that may occur over the
surface.
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Fig. 6.5: Multi-touch detection. Left: contact points over the conductive textile.
Right: reconstructed conductivity map according to the changes produced by the
direct contact on the surface
6.3.2 Results and Discussion
This section presents the results obtained by applying, independently, normal
forces and by deforming the experimental setup just introduced. In each configu-
ration, reference measurements were taken when the sensor was placed and fixed
over the deformable cylinder. To ensure repeatability of the results, for each sce-
nario we acquired ten distinct measurements and processed them independently.
Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show the results obtained in the two scenarios, respectively.
As the results suggest all the events were correctly identified.
As in the previous cases, when the detection of normal forces was considered
(Figure 6.5), the system was able to identify the presence and locations of each
of the applied forces. More interesting results were obtained in the experiments
related to the detection of applied deformations. Figure 6.6 presents the recon-
structed image obtained after bending the foam-made cylinder into a u-shape by
its extremes. As it is possible to notice, the structure of the detected inhomogene-
ity assumed a different shape when compared to the structure obtained when a
normal force was applied to the surface. Instead of having a slightly elongated
circular shape well localised around the pressure area, the inhomogeneity recon-
structed as a consequence of the applied deformation has a more elongated shape
that covers large portion of the sensing area. By analysing the properties of the ex-
tracted inhomogeneity it is possible to identify features that allow to discriminate
between the different events.
Even if the results are promising, it is important to consider possible limitations
related to this simple classification method. As shown in previous results, the
method suffers from drawbacks when spatial resolution is taken into consideration.
In fact, if two or more independent events—such as normal forces—are acting
simultaneously over the sensitive area with relative distance lower than the one
needed to clearly discriminate between events, the system cannot properly identify
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Fig. 6.6: Deformation identification. The red area indicates where the stretching
of the textile occurred. During the experiments almost the whole area covered by
the skin was subjected to the bending.
them. In fact, these events are detected as a single event that spreads across
the area detected by the sensor. As a consequence, this reading will generate a
misclassification of the inhomogeneity that will be identified as a deformation due
to changes in the structure’ shape and not as two separated events.
6.4 Angle Measurement Detection
In order to use the EIT-based sensor to measure deformation, it is fundamental
to characterise the results with known values provided by external references.
In this section, we will extend the results obtained in the previous section, and
describe the system capability to detect and estimate the amount of specific types
of deformation. In particular, we are interested in detecting the amount of internal
forces produced as consequence of the bending of a joint. The combination of this
feature, with the ones already presented can be beneficial when applied to rigid
robotic links, and when soft deformable devices are considered.
The use of EIT as transduction method, when compared to other sensing mech-
anisms, allows the portability of the method without the need of a precise geo-
metrical model, and to adapt the sensor architecture to the different structures.
In addition, since the returned information is continuous and distributed over the
whole sensing area, it is possible not only to obtain data about events that oc-
cur directly beneath or on the sensor, but also in its proximity. This feature is
favourable especially in the soft robotic domain where a deformation that occurs
in one part of the device can propagate along the whole body.
During this series of experiments, we used EIT imaging technique with a con-
ductive textile that was wrapped around a semi-rigid mannequin arm that could
bend and keep the position once set in place. The arm could bend around a single
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Fig. 6.7: Experimental setup. The sensor was placed over a dummy arm that can
bend and kept in position. We tested the capabilities of the sensing system to
distinguish between different angles.
point (two link joint) over which we performed all the measurements. The choice
in using a semi-rigid arm instead of a deformable one, like in the previous scenario,
was motivated by the previous results related to the detection of the bending re-
gion. In those results, even if the area effected by the deformation was clearly
identified, it did not have a uniform structure that made the results difficult to
analyse and to understand. With the use of a more rigid structure, instead, the
results were clearer and easier to be analysed.
6.4.1 Experimental Setup and Protocol
The experimental setup used in this series of measurements was similar to the one
adopted in the previous tests. It consisted in a layer of conductive textile (250x150
mm2) that was wrapped around a dummy arm (diameter 30 mm, total length 295
mm). The arm could be bent continuously between 0◦ and 90◦, and once placed
in position it could keep the desired angle. In order not to let the electrodes move
during the experiments, the stretchable textile was firmly attached to the structure
when the arm was fully extended. Figure 6.7 shows a close up of the sensor applied
over the mannequin arm.
In this series of experiments, we were interested in detecting events that were
directly applied over the sensitive layer from which EIT image was extracted. For
this reason, as in previous cases, we applied directly the conductive textile over the
semi-rigid supporting structure without the use of an additional layer. Previously,
this layer was used to insulate the conductive substrate form the underlying struc-
ture, and to better distribute normal forces locally and to create smooth results in
the reconstructed images. The use of the same layer in this situation might have
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Fig. 6.8: Results obtained on a single bending area. For each angle the region of
interest was extracted by considering the pixel having intensity greater or equal to
75% of the image maximum value. Area of the ROI, and the maximum intensity
value of the image are also reported.
reduced the range of movement of the mannequin arm, and could have limited the
detection of the applied forces.
The mannequin used in the experiment had two arms with two links each that
could be bent around a single axis. Reference measurements were acquired when
the arm was fully extended, then we tested the system by varying the bending
angle from 0◦ to 90◦ with incremental steps of 15◦ each. For each of the measured
angles, we performed a full cycle of EIT voltage acquisitions, and then the data was
processed using Matlab. Processing consisted in reconstructing the conductivity
map associated to the inverse EIT problem, and then the extraction of a region
of interest (ROI) located around the elbow area of the mannequin. The ROI was
identified by first cropping a circular region of the returned image around the area
of interest, and then by thresholding the pixels value. As threshold value we used
75% of the maximum value identified on the conductivity map. The number of
pixel contained inside the ROI (i.e. its area), and the maximum value detected
over it were used to identify a specific angle.
6.4.2 Results and Discussion
The arm of the mannequin was bent following the experimental protocol described
in the previous section, and post-processing was applied to the reconstructed con-
ductivity map. For each configuration, the maximum value detected and the area
of the ROI were extracted. To prove repeatability in the measurements, we did the
data acquisition ten times. Figure 6.8 shows the results of this process for selected
angles.
The area extracted from the processes ROI of each angle configuration was
stored and used to fit a curve (5th order polynomial) that was used to characterise
the sensor readings. The curve is plotted in Figure 6.9. As the results suggest, with
the increase of the bending angle, the area of region of interest increases. A similar
trend can also be identified when the maximum intensity value is considered. These
results can be explained with the fact that wider angles generate a stronger push
of the underlying structure towards the conductive textile. As a consequence, the
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Fig. 6.9: A 5th order polynomial fit of the data. Angles lower than 15◦ do not
provide reliable values due to a limitation of the conductivity map reconstruction
algorithm.
conductive textile stretches and thus changes its conductivity in the area where
the force is applied by the arm joint.
The system was not able to detect deformation created by angles lower than
15◦. The cause was found in the fact that the mannequin arm did not apply forces
sufficient enough to stretch the textile, and create detectable changes in its con-
ductivity. Additionally, between each steps, the variation between the maximum
detected value and, as consequence, the extracted area had a non-linear trend. This
was due to the property of the conductive textile used that from the early char-
acterisation phase showed a non-linear change in the resistivity when stretched.
Despite this, using the relationship between the area and the angle, it was possible
to derive the simple calibration rule shown in Figure 6.9. To prove the robustness
of the fitting, a second series of measurements was carried out and the results were
compared with the model. Due to fluctuation in the numerical value of the recon-
structed images, the approach was able to correctly identify the bending angle
with an error of ±5◦.
6.5 Summary and Conclusions
This chapter presented a series of experiments that extended the results obtained
in the previous chapter to offer possible application scenarios in which EIT-based
adaptable soft sensor can be used. Two situations were considered: i) the use of
EIT as pressure imaging, and ii) the use of the textile-based system to detect defor-
mations that occur over deformable continuum soft devices. With the second case,
we further investigate the capabilities of the system in detecting and evaluating
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the amount of deformation. For each considered configuration, the experimental
scenario and protocol were presented together with the respective results.
The first series of experiments was carried out to provide an insight on the
feasibility of using an EIT for mechanical imaging. In order to provide such ca-
pability, a conductive textile was placed over a soft deformable domain within
which stiffer elements have been placed. To reconstruct the tactile image in a sin-
gle measurement, a homogenous pressure over the whole domain was applied. This
was achieved by positioning a rigid layer over the conductive textile, and then by
applying a fixed weight over the rigid structure. To reduce the effect of the noise
that was created in correspondence of the sharp edges of the stiff layer, part of
the boundary data was removed. The system was then tested to identify its limits
in spatial resolution, after which a series of additional tests were performed. Even
if the system was able to correctly identify the location and the relative size of
the elements used in the experiments, it showed some limitation when the objects
used to simulate the presence of tumours were too small (size lower than 7 mm)
or placed too close to each other (relative distance lower than 20 mm).
A second series of experiments was performed to prove the feasibility of us-
ing EIT in a soft robotic application as an extension of the experiment carried
out in section 5.3.5. The experimental setup consisted of a continuos deformable
foam-made cylinder that was partially covered with a square-cut conductive textile
firmly attached to the structure to avoid any movement of the electrodes during
the measurements. With the experimental setup, we tested the capability of the
system to detect multiple touching points over the surface and deformations such
as bending. The provided results show that all the different events were correctly
identified both in the case of applied external forces, and when the the foam-made
cylinder was bent into a u-shape by its extremes. The results suggested that it is
possible to discriminate between these two events by simply comparing the struc-
ture and the area of the returned inhomogeneities. Despite this, the method suffers
from drawbacks when spatial resolution is taken into consideration. In fact, if two
or more independent events—such as normal forces—are acting simultaneously
over the sensitive area with relative distance lower than the one needed to clearly
discriminate between events, the system can not properly identify them.
The last series of experiments was carried out to characterise the measure-
ments obtained with the proposed method with known value provided by external
references. This feature is needed in case the system would be used to measure
deformations. The use of EIT as transduction method, when compared to other
sensing mechanisms, allows the portability of the method without the need of a
precise geometrical model, and to adapt the sensor architecture to the different
structures. To do this, we applied EIT imaging technique to a conductive textile
that was wrapped around a semi-rigid mannequin arm that could bend and keep
the position once set in place. The arm could bend around a single axis over which
we performed all the measurements. We tested the system by varying the bending
angle from 0◦ to 90◦ with incremental steps of 15◦ each. As the results show, with
the increase of the bending angle, the area of region of interest increases. A similar
trend can be also identified when the maximum intensity value is considered. By
using such value it was possible to fit a calibration curve to the data, and used to
calibrate the sensor readings. The fitting was further tested with an other series of
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measurements that, due to fluctuation in the numerical values of the reconstructed
images, could identify the bending angle with an error smaller than the resolution
step.
7Characterisation of a Flexible Sensor for
Continuum Soft-Bodied Robot
7.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we will present the experimental results obtained by applying the
EIT imaging method to a continuum soft-Bodied domain. This, as described in
section 4.5.2, is structured as a layer of conductive stretchable material—a mix-
ture of silicon and carbon fibres—incapsulated between two non conductive silicon
layers. The use of such structure allows to develop conductive and stretchable do-
mains of any desired shape, and thanks to the use of the same material of which
soft-robotic devices are made, is an easy embedment into such devices.
During the development phase, different shapes and sizes have been investi-
gated in order to prove the adaptability of the method to different situations.
Despite this, in this chapter we will describe the experiments carried out with
only one of them. We opted for a cylindrical shape for the three-dimensional do-
main since it offers a symmetric three-dimensional shape that is a direct extension
of the shape used in the two-dimensional case (i.e. circle), and that can be easily
generalised to different soft robotics applications (e.g. robot’s link). The cylin-
drical conductive domain was then used in combination with the developed EIT
imaging system and tested under different conditions. In the specific, we tested the
system’s adaptability in detecting events such as elongation and bending of the
sensor, features that are fundamental for the development of a dedicated sensor
for soft robotic devices. For each case, the experimental scenario and protocol will
be provided together with the respective results. To prove the correctness of the
experimental results, we will also provide FEM simulations.
7.2 Experimental Evaluation
In this section we will present the experimental setup and protocol used to evaluate
the performance of the EIT system when applied to a continuum, deformable,
three-dimensional domain. The use of such domain as conductive layer allowed
evaluating the proposed method in situations where the sensor is not just a part
of the robotic system—e.g. attached to the surface, or embedded in pre-defined
sections of the robot—but it constitutes the body itself of the robot. This feature
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can be beneficial in the soft robotics domain since it allows applying distributed
sensing without the need of many localised sensor that may interfere with the
robot motion.
Starting from this consideration, we tested the capability of the system in
detecting two common events that can occur in a soft robotic application: i) elon-
gation of the link, and ii) its bending. Both experiments were carried out using a
soft cylinder made of conductive silicon covered by a thin insulation layer. Earlier
tests showed that there was no need of an addition insulation since the conductive
mixture was not subject to external electromagnetic noise. The choice of adding
it to the final structure was to recreate a possible situation where the sensor is
placed within the robot body.
Once the EIT system is connected to the three-dimensional domain, it is impor-
tant to implement the correct strategy to capture the morphological information.
Most of the work that has been done with EIT has used only a single band of elec-
trodes to produce two-dimensional images. When applied to the three-dimensional
case, this approach limits the versatility and the effectiveness of the technology
since it is unable to observe changes in a volume, and also assumes that the path of
the electric field is in a plane rather then a volume. It is possible to expand the use
of EIT to three-dimensional application, however there are challenges to overcome
before it is possible. The main drawback is the computational complexity, but
the use of dedicated algorithm and fast processing speed overcame the issue [2].
An additional challenge consists in the proper evaluation of the various electrode
placement and stimulation patterns. In fact, the selection of the stimulation and
measurement pattern for 3D EIT imaging have a strong influence on the resulting
image. In a two-dimensional measurement pattern, all stimulations and measure-
ments are taken on a single plane. In a three-dimensional measurement pattern,
instead, there can be a mix of horizontal, vertical, and diagonal measurements.
There have been several studies involving the analysis of measurement protocols
for 3D EIT. Undoubtedly, the approach highly depends on the application and the
domain under study.
7.2.1 Array of Electrodes
The basic layout for electrode placement configurations in three-dimensional EIT
consists of 2 concentric rings placed around the domain. The electrodes in the two
rings can be lined up or offset around the whole external surface of the domain.
Common patterns such as planar, planar-offset, planar-opposite, zigzag, zigzag-
offset, zigzag-opposite, and square [53, 148] are specific to a 2 layers, 16 electrode
EIT system having 8 electrodes per layer. The offset configuration has the elec-
trodes of the second layer offset from the first layer by half of the horizontal
electrode separation. Figure 7.1 shows an example for some of the cited pattern.
In [53] the patterns’ results have been analysed based on a number of criteria
and several conclusions have been made.
1. Either of the opposite pattern was highly susceptible to noise and thus not
recommended.
2. The zigzag patterns performs poorly under noisy conditions.
3. Zigzag-offset is susceptible to offset error.
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Fig. 7.1: Diagram of electrode placement and stimulation patterns. Each electrode
(red) is numbered according to the sequence in which it is used to inject the
electrical current. The pattern shown are: (a) planar, (b) planar-offset, (c) zigzag,
(d) zigzag-offset, and (e) square. Images adapted from [54]
4. Square pattern performs poorly for vertical position error, noisy conditions,
and artefacts.
5. Planar and planar-offset patterns are the most robust to noise and systematic
electrode placement errors and perform equally or better than other patterns
in the region of interest.
6. Planar pattern provides the largest image energy in the central regions, and
is the most robust to noise.
Following these considerations, the final recommendation of this work was to use
planar patterns.
Additional key point that effect the measurement strategy and the image qual-
ity are the number and position of the electrode arrays. To better understand
this factor, we tested the system capabilities with two different electrode arrange-
ments: i) a single array of eight electrodes, and ii) two arrays in two configuration
having, respectively, four and eight arrays. To better capture the changes in the
conductivity map, we further tested the two arrangements by considering arrays
placed on a plane perpendicular to the cylinder axis, and on a plane inclined with
respect to the same exes. Since there were numerous variables when considering
the right amount of electrodes per array, its inclination, and the distance between
two different array, we performed a series of simulations before attempting the real
measurements. The results suggested that an inclination of 15◦ with respect to the
main axis of the cylinder gives good results, in the considered scenario, even with
a limited number of electrodes. For this reason, we decided to use 15◦ as tilt value
when the “inclined plane” configuration was considered. Figure 7.2 presents each
of the configurations for the electrodes arrays.
7.2.2 Experimental Setup
The experimental setup employed for the characterisation of the three-dimensional
domain consists of the system presented in chapter 5, connected to the silicon-
based soft conductive domain. Details of the domain under study are presented in
in Table 7.1.
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Fig. 7.2: Electrode configurations for the three-dimensional case. Electrodes are
arranged in a (a-b) single array configuration both perpendicular and inclined with
respect to the cylinder axis, and in a (c-f) two array configuration having four (c-d)
and eight (e-f) electrodes each in both perpendicular and inclined configuration.
Conductive core Outside shell
Length (mm) 250 200
Diameter (mm) 16 32
Resistance (Ω/cm) 500 non conductive
Table 7.1: Parameters of the developed silicon-based cylindrical sensor.
Differently from the previous experiments, we changed the type of electrodes.
In fact, the material chosen for the development of the conductive domain, and
its size did not allow using alligator clips or snap button as in the case of the
conductive textile. Here, instead, we used rigid steal wires that were inserted within
the soft structure of the silicone body until they reached its conductive core. Before
attempting any measurements, connections were tested and then the electrodes
were fixed in position.
To prove the adaptability of the system to discriminate between events such
as elongation and bending, we tested the system under different configurations.
According to the experiment type, the soft cylinder was firmly attached at one, or
both its ends before acquiring both the reference measurements and those of the
cylinder deformation. Deformations were measured with respect to a checkerboard
with a square size of 5 mm. For the reconstruction process, as in the previous
experiments, we used a dynamic imaging approach. A reference measurement was
acquired and stored, and then compared with later measures. The parameters
used for the inverse solver were derived empirically by measuring the error of the
reconstruction using different probes and then by selecting the best solution. In
order to provide consistency in the reconstruction, the parameter values remain the
same during all experiments, unless otherwise stated. In all experiments, in order
to cope with possible fluctuations of the acquired value, a series of 10 measurements
were made and then the mean value was used.
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Fig. 7.3: Experimental setup for the elongation tests. The sensor was suspended
from one side and pulled form the other by means of different weights. The high-
lighted area is the portion of the soft cylinder where the measurements were taken.
7.2.3 Experimental Protocol
Two main experiments were carried out to test the capability of the EIT system
applied to the silicon-based sensor introduced in this chapter. In the next section,
we will describe the experimental protocol used during the measurements. In each
experiment, we tested the array configuration previously introduced in this chapter
over which a planar stimulation pattern was applied. Results will be presented in
section 7.3.
Elongation of the Soft Body
A first series of experiments was carried out to understand the behaviour of the
sensor when subject to a force that elongates its body. The sensors, after having
the electrode attached and fixed to its conductive body, has been firmly attached
to one of its ends, and left hanging freely. While in this configuration, no external
forces have been applied to the sensor, it was only subject to the gravitational
force. The effect of which did not produce any visible elongation of the sensor.
While in the initial configuration, reference measurements were acquired following
the same procedure described in the previous chapters.
Later measurements were taken by applying to the soft cylinder a series of fixed
weights spanning from 200 g to 700 g. These were attached and fixed at the free
end of the cylinder with an inextensible wire connected to a plastic ring attached
to the cylinder. Together with the measurements acquired with the EIT system,
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Fig. 7.4: Experimental setup for the bending tests. The highlighted area is the
portion of the soft cylinder where the measurements were taken.. The sensor has
been attached to two supports and placed parallel to the underlaying plane.
elongations were measured with respect to the checkerboard. The choice of using
such experimental setup to evaluate elongation was made to minimise the effects
of directional forces that can occur when the sensor is placed horizontally and
pulled manually. In this case, in fact, the gravitational force acts perpendicularly
to the elongation direction and thus may compromise the measurements. In the
used method, instead, both the elongation and the gravitational forces act in the
same direction. Figure 7.3 shows an overview of the experimental setup with one
of the weight attached to the sensorized cylinder.
Bending of the Soft Body
In this series of experiments, we focus on the effect of bending on the measure-
ments taken using the soft conductive cylinder. As in the previous case, we fixed
the electrodes in place and then put the cylinder in its reference position. Differ-
ently from the previous case, the reference position had the cylinder with its long
axis parallel to a table, and both ends fixed to rigid structures in correspondence
to the electrodes. This configuration avoided the electrode movements between
measurements while leaving the central part of the cylinder free to be deformed.
In this configuration it is possible to notice a small deformation due to the grav-
itational force. In order not to let this alter the measurements, we moved the
supports until no deformation was visible, and then fixed the support in position.
The experimental setup is shown in Figure 7.4.
With the experimental setup just introduced, we acquired a first set of measure-
ments used as reference. With the data stored we proceeded with the experimental
evaluation. This was done by applying, at the centre of the sensor’ structure, the
same weights used in the previous experiment. For each deformation, data were
acquired by the EIT system and the deformation was measured by comparing
the position of the cylinder with respect to the checkerboard. Since the use of a
single array of electrodes did not provide any distinguishable information when
compared to the elongation case, we evaluate the system by using only two arrays
of different number of electrodes in the configurations described before.
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Fig. 7.5: Reconstructed volume using the FEM model (a-b) and the real measure-
ments taken from the soft cylinder (c-d) after its elongation (units are in cm).
Results are also shown as two-dimensional slices to better capture the differences
between the methods used for the reconstruction. The slices presented in images
(b) and (c) were taken on equally spaced planes relative to the volume contained
between the two electrode arrays. Images (c) and (d) show a higher level of noise
especially in the proximity of the boundary of the domain.
7.3 Results
Before attempting any real measurement, we performed a series of FEM simula-
tions to first find the correct parameters for the inverse reconstruction, and then
prove the effectiveness of the method used and the correctness of the results.
During the reconstruction process of the elongation measurements we noticed an
increase of noise and the presence of artefacts especially at the volume boundaries.
These have been created as a consequence of the electrode movements during the
measurements (i.e. reference vs. measurements taken at later time) that introduces
an error in the model used for the inverse solving. Figure 7.5 shows a comparison
between the expected and the obtained measurement.
Ideally, in situations where the electrodes move, it would be possible to calcu-
late both the change of conductivity and the electrode locations. Different algo-
rithms that iteratively fit the model have been proposed. In this thesis, however,
we opted to use the Jacobian that allows a non-iterative approach for the inverse
solving. By formulating the reconstruction problem in terms of a regularised in-
verse as proposed in [135], it is possible to overcome the problem of the electrode
move, and compute the impedance changes. The method was then used to recon-
struct the changes in conductivity measured in the elongation tests, while for the
bending case there was no need of extending the Jacobian since the electrodes
were fixed and their position did not change during the measurements.
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The remaining of the chapter reports the results of each experiment subdivided
in their respective categories.
7.3.1 Performance of the Elongation Tests
With the soft cylinder positioned as described in the previous section, we tested
the developed EIT system in detecting changes of conductivity when the conduc-
tive domain (i.e. the soft cylinder) was subject to elongation. This was achieved by
applying different weights to the soft structure that provided constant force along
the main axis of the cylinder. For each configuration, the reconstructed conduc-
tivity map was computer and thresholded in order to highlight the volume which
change its conductivity. As early introduced, initial results were not compatible
with the ones obtained using FEM simulations. The use of an augmented Jacobian
that took into consideration electrode movements was needed in order to obtain
valid results.
Two different electrode arrangements were used during this test: i) a single
array positioned in correspondence of the location where the soft cylinder was
suspended, and ii) two arrays with a gap of 40 mm between them. For both ar-
rangements, two additional configurations were tested: i) arrays perpendicular to
the main axis, and ii) arrays tilted of 15◦ with respect to the same axis. Figures
7.6 and 7.7 show, respectively, the results of these measurements. As it is possi-
ble to notice from the results, the different number of electrodes array provides a
different type of information.
The use of a single array (Figure 7.6), either placed perpendicular or inclined
with respect to the main axis of the cylinder, provided only information of the
voxel in the direct proximity of the array. Differently, from the FEM simulation it
is possible to infer the propagation of the electrical current over the whole domain
and thus obtain data from any point of the boundary. In the case of two arrays,
on the contrary, it is possible to obtain information about the change in conduc-
tivity in the volume contained between the two arrays of electrodes (Figure 7.7).
By properly adjusting the distance between the two arrays it is possible to extend
this volume and thus cover a wider volume. In this case, the change of orientation
did not effected significantly the reconstructed image. A real improvement was in-
troduced by increasing the number of electrodes at each array. In this case, in fact,
the noise was reduced and the structure representing the change of conductivity
narrowed.
7.3.2 Identification of the Bending Region
With a similar methodology we further investigated the capabilities of the EIT
system in detecting changes in conductivity due to an applied deformation that
caused the bending of the structure. The applied force was directed perpendicularly
to the main axis of the soft cylinder and was acting around its middle point. As in
previous experiments, for each configuration, the reconstructed conductivity map
was computed and thresholded in order to highlight the volume which changed
its conductivity. Differently from the elongation experiments, the results obtained
with the FEM model and the ones reconstructed using the acquired data matched.
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Fig. 7.6: Result of elongation test by using a single array of electrodes (units
are in cm). (a-b) Show the results obtained with the array of electrodes oriented
perpendicular w.r.t. the main axis of the cylinder. (c-d) Present the case when the
array was inclined by 15◦. For both cases, two-dimensional slices (indicated with
red numbers in all the images) have been used to better capture the reconstructed
volume.
As a consequence there was no need to use the extended Jacobian formulation as
in the previous case. The main reason why the two experiments differ consists of
the fact that during the bending tests, the electrodes were fixed and did not move
between measurements.
Initial tests were performed by using a single array of electrodes, but no differ-
ence from the results presented in Figure 7.6 have been noticed. This was expected
due to the limited volume that could be considered if a single array is used. For
this reason, only the case with two arrays will be discussed in this section.
Experimental results are presented in Figures 7.8 and 7.9. If compared to the
results previously presented, it is possible to notice some resemblance, however
these show some distinct features. As in the previous case, the detected region
extends along the main axis, but is more compact, and it is restricted between the
two arrays of electrodes. This is clearly noticeable in Figure 7.8. Improvements in
the image resolution in term of noise reduction, can be provided by changing the
array configuration from the planar to the tilted, and by increasing the number of
electrodes.
With the increase of the bending angle (Figure 7.9), the volume in which the
conductivity changed extends and assumes a more elongated structure similar to
the one obtained when the soft cylinder was subject to elongation (Figure 7.7).
However, it is still possible to distinguish the two different events by considering
the position of the detected volume within the cylindrical structure. In fact, while
an elongation produced a structure that is located in the middle of the cylinder,
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Fig. 7.7: Results (real data) for the two arrays configuration in the elongation
test (units are in cm). (a-b) Present the array configuration perpendicular to the
cylinder axis, while (c-d) the configuration inclined by 15◦. When compared to
the results obtained with a single array, it is possible to notice differences in the
reconstructed volume. In fact, as a consequence of the elongation of the soft struc-
ture, the change of conductivity extends to the whole volume and it is not only
localised around the electrode array as in the previous case.
in the bending case the volume tends to be positioned close to the boundary of
the domain. This can be explained by considering that during an elongation—
that acts along the main axis of the structure—the whole body is subject to it
and thus it deforms “uniformly”. On the countray, if the structure is bent only
the region effected by the deformation changes its structure. As a consequence, by
properly tuning a classification algorithm, and after characterising the sensor by
applying known forces, it is possible to use the proposed method to reconstruct
the configuration of the cylinder.
7.4 Summary and Conclusions
This chapter presented a series of experiments performed by applying the EIT
imaging method to a three-dimensional soft structure. The soft domain was struc-
tured as a layer of conductive stretchable material incapsulated between two non
conductive silicon layers. During the development phase, different shapes and sizes
were investigated to prove the adaptability of the method. However, the results
presented in this chapter were related to a cylindrical shape chosen since it allowed
a direct extension of the shape used in the two-dimensional case, and for the fact
that could be generalised for different soft robotics applications (e.g. robot’s link).
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Fig. 7.8: Results (real data) of bending tests considering two arrays of four elec-
trodes each (units are in cm). (a-b) Present the array configuration perpendicular
to the cylinder axis, while (c-d) the configuration inclined of 15◦. The use of only 4
electrodes per array does not provide enough independent readings to clearly dis-
tinguish elongation from bending. In fact, when compared with previous results,
the reconstructed volume is similar in shape, but has a slighter smaller extension
along the central axis. In addition, the extension along the X-Y plane is wider
than the elongation case.
The cylindrical conductive domain was then used in combination with the de-
veloped EIT imaging system and tested under different configurations. We tested
the capability of the system in detecting two common events that can occur in a
soft robotics application: i) elongation of the link, and ii) its bending. For each case,
the experimental scenario and protocol were provided together with the respective
results. In order to obtain correct morphological information, it is important to
implement the correct measurement strategy. We based it on common patterns
used in 3D medical application, and applied them in our case. The stimulation
patterns were injected using either a single array or multiple array approach, both
with the arrays oriented perpendicular or inclined with respect to the main exes
of the cylinder. To prove the correctness of the experimental results, we also per-
formed FEM simulations and compared them with the results obtained with the
reconstruction method.
After comparing the FEM results to the reconstructed images, we noticed some
discrepancy between them especially in the case of elongation. The cause was
the incorrect model due to of the electrode movement during the measurements.
By using an extended version of the Jacobian matrix and by formulating the
reconstruction problem in terms of a regularised inverse as proposed by other
authors, it was possible to overcome the problem and compute the impedance
changes.
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Fig. 7.9: Results (real data) of bending tests considering two arrays of eight elec-
trodes each. (a-b) Show the results obtained with the array of electrodes oriented
perpendicular w.r.t. the main axis of the cylinder. (c-d) Present the case when
the array was inclined of 15◦. The use of 8 electrodes improves the resolution of
the volume and allow a clearer visualisation of the reconstructed volume. Here, as
additional feature that can be used to distinguish bending from elongation, there
is the position of the volume w.r.t. the central axis.
With the correct mathematical model, we then performed the inverse problem
solving for all the considered cases. Regarding the results obtained by elongating
the soft cylinder, the system was able to detect the volume where the conductivity
changed as a consequence of the applied force that resulted in the elongation. By
changing the electrode arrangement we were able to obtain information of different
volumes of the cylinder. The use of a single array, either in the case it was placed
perpendicular or inclined with respect to the main axis of the cylinder, provided
only information of the voxel in the direct proximity of the array. On the contrary,
the use of two arrays gave information on the volume contained between the two
arrays. The change of orientation did not effected the reconstructed image in a
significant way. A real improvement was introduced by increasing the number of
electrodes in each array.
Regarding the experiments where the soft cylinder was bent, the results had
some similarities with those related to the elongation but also showed some distinct
feature. In fact, the detected region extends along the main axis, but it is more
compact, and it is restricted between the two arrays of electrodes. Improvements
in the image resolution in term of noise reduction, can be provided by changing
the array configuration from the planar to the tilted, and by increasing the number
of electrodes. With the increase of the bending angle, the two volumes tended to
be similar, but it was still possible to distinguish between them by considering the
location where they were detected.
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In the next chapter we will collect all the conclusions and discuss them more
generally trying to point out limitation and features of the developed system.

8Discussion
In this chapter we will present a summary of the conclusions discussed in the
previous chapters, especially the ones presented from chapter 5 to chapter 7. The
experiments performed were designed to demonstrated the feasibility and the ca-
pabilities of the proposed EIT based deformable sensor. A summary of the whole
results is presented in Table 8.1, while a more detailed discussion of each experi-
ments, their implications, justifications, and limitations will be further discussed
in the rest of the chapter.
8.1 Indentation Test
A first series of experiments was performed to characterise the behaviour of the EIT
sensor in a planar configuration similar to an artificial skin. The specific results
obtained in the indentation tests were presented in chapter 5. In these tests, it
is possible to notice a common pattern in the variation of the acquired signal
as a consequence of the presence of a weight (in this specific case a weight with
15 mm circular section) that applies a force in the region directly facing one of
the electrodes under test. In order to understand the measurements we computed
the absolute variation of the electric potential with respect to a reference voltage
(Vmeas−V0) that was acquired when no weight was on the conductive surface. By
analysing these variations, the presence of the inhomogeneity can be noticed as a
drop in the electric potentials measured at the electrode under test. The variation
is caused by the change in conductivity of the conductive layer used for sensing as
a consequence of the normal force applied to it.
Considering the same electrode configuration, we evaluate the changes in the
absolute voltage variation as a function of the weight size while applying a constant
force (5 N) over them. Three different circular weights with radius of 15 mm, 18
mm, and 25 mm were placed independently in front of the region facing one of the
electrode. As the results suggest, with the size increase, the variations of the voltage
potential increase. This phenomenon was expected since a larger size generates
a wider inhomogeneity area that is the cause a consequent voltage drop. Even
though it is possible to make a correspondence between the size and the change of
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Experiment Results Limitations
Single probe indentation
Inhomogeneity identified
with an error in the cm-scale
(max error ≈ 50mm). The
system could identify the
change of size of the indenter
when the same force was
applied on them
The indenter shape is not
possible to be discriminates
(round vs. square). Inhomo-
geneity identified is less pre-
cise at the boundaries
Multi-pressure on hard sub-
strate
The system could identify
the presence of each of the
3 probes places and removed
sequentially, even when they
were placed simultaneously
on the conductive surface
The low number of elec-
trodes limited the resolution
of the identification
Curved and deformable sur-
faces
By taking the reference read-
ings when the sensor is on a
flat surface allows to detect
changes of curvature. On the
countrary, if the reference
measurements are taken al-
ready when the sensor is de-
formed allows to overcome
the change of the underlying
structure.
Displacement of the elec-
trodes could create artifacts.
Sensing within a soft bodies
Results confirmed the resolu-
tion in the identification of
one or more inhomogeneities
The spatial resolution of the
method limits the discrimi-
nation capabilities in identi-
fying more than one inhomo-
geneity.
Sensing a continuum soft de-
formable structure
Some features are clearly dis-
tinguishable when the re-
sults of the bending and
elongation are compared.
Electrode positioning and
number influence the results
and the capability to dis-
criminate between different
events (e.g. bending vs. elon-
gation).
Table 8.1: A summary of the different results obtained during the experimental
phase.
the electric potential, the same results can be generated by using different weights
to the sensor area.
8.2 Pressure Map Reconstruction
Following these results, we moved towards the evaluation of the conductivity map
reconstruction algorithm. To prove its effectiveness, we tested the sensor under
different configurations, in which we applied different weights independently or
simultaneously over the artificial skin. The reconstructed pressure map (which is
equivalent to the conductive map of the domain under study) was obtained by
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solving the associated inverse problem using a dynamic imaging approach. This
consists of comparing a reference reading taken when no load was applied over
the surface with a later one where a force was applied. Due to the ill-posed and
ill-conditioned nature of the EIT inverse problem, in order to ensure uniqueness
of the solution, we needed to regularise the model during the inverse problem
solution. Parameters to correctly tune the solver were selected after a series of
trial and error experiments, and have been proved to be appropriate by evaluating
them under different sensor configurations. It is worth noting that we kept the
parameters constant in all experiments. Because of the low number of emitters
and detectors used to build the electronic skin tested in this thesis, we did not
expect a good spatial resolution for the contacts applied over the sensing area.
Despite this, results show that the inverse solver can correctly identify the position
of the applied force, but could not clearly identify its shape. To have a sharper
identification of the area, we further process the data by thresholding it, identifying
the pixels having value grater or equal to 70% of the maximum value present in the
map. Considering the limitations due to the low resolution, we further tested the
system capabilities to discriminate between different weight sizes and shapes. As
the reconstructed images suggest, the system is not able to correctly discriminate
between different weight shapes (i.e., circular and square head), but is able to
correctly capture the differences in size (i.e., 15 mm, 18 mm, 25 mm for the circular
probe, and 15 mm side for the square-headed probe).
8.3 Multi-Pressure Test on Hard Substrate
As a last test for this series of experiments, we evaluated the capability of the
system to determine the presence and position of multiple weights that act se-
quentially and simultaneously over the sensing area of the artificial skin. For this
series of experiments, we used three identical weights (circular section with radius
of 15 mm) that were loaded and unloaded in the same order. In the results pre-
sented chapter 5, it is possible to clearly distinguish the area where the weights
are placed, but due to the low spatial resolution, it is not possible to correctly
identify their shapes. In addition, when all the weights were placed on the surface,
in order to detect their positions, we had to change the value of the threshold-
ing parameter used in the image segmentation. In the future, the use of a larger
number of components, along with the introduction of more advanced coupling
schemes for emitter–detector pairs can improve the spatial performance and thus
overcome some of the problems that the system is currently facing.
8.4 Application over Curved and Deformable Surfaces
We further tested the capabilities of the artificial skin by evaluating its ability to
adapt to different geometries while maintaining its sensing performance. In the
first phase, we tested the system’s ability to detect a change in the underlying
geometry caused by a significant change in the potential measurements. We first
acquired a series of electric potentials with the artificial skin placed over a flat
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surface, and then manually placed it over a curved one. As curved surfaces, we
used two different cylindrical objects with radii 40 mm and 70 mm, respectively.
As the results indicate, when compared to the reconstructed images from the flat
cases, the reconstructed images show a different “shape”. These results, together
with the fact that the maximum detected value and the size of the “deformation
area” increased with respect to the radius of the underlaying cylinder, can be used
as a clue to discriminate between different events (i.e., bending vs. touch) and their
intensity (e.g., bending angles). Additionally, we tested the sensing capabilities to
provide reliable pressure readings when subject to large deformations. In order to
prove this, we tightly attached the artificial skin to objects having different shapes,
and then performed pressure sensing. Contrary to the precious case, we acquired
both the reference measurements and the later ones when the artificial skin was
already placed over each object. Doing so, all of the deformations that occur as
a consequence of the underlying geometries are negligible, since they are already
taken into consideration in the reference measurements. As the results suggest, the
system maintains its sensing capabilities and can identify the position where the
weight was applied. Some issues were noticed when the sensor was applied over the
mannequin, especially in the joint area. If the joint is moved after acquiring the
initial reference measurements, the measurements acquired later are affected by a
planar force applied by the joint—i.e., the joint stretching the material. The sensor
can be still used in this situation by taking new reference measurements according
to the information provided by the joint encoder. For all the other cases, results
remain valid, even when the weight was applied over the most bent area.
8.5 Sensing within Soft Bodies
We further stress the idea of detecting different stimuli by using the EIT based
sensor by applying it to a soft deformable structure. The conductive textile has
been placed over an in-house developed medical phantom consisting of two layers
of foam (100x100x15 mm2) within which a more rigid material—a medium-size
stiff material—was placed to simulate the presence of a tumour. The top layer
was then been covered with a highly conductive textile (100x100 mm2) connected
to the EIT system. To provide a homogenous pressure over the whole domain,
we added an additional rigid layer (90x90x3 mm3) and a weight that is used to
apply a constant force over the whole structure. A constant pressure was applied to
the structure and the response force from the internal stiff material was acquired.
As the results suggest, the system was able to correctly identify the presence
of the inhomogeneities and their positions. The experiment offers an insight on
possible applications in the medical field especially related to palpation of soft
tissue. The technique can be used in combination to others, and if miniaturised
can be possible included within generic medical tools or into those used for minimal
invasive surgery.
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8.6 Sensing Structural Changes of a Deformable Body
We further stress the idea of detecting different stimuli by using the EIT based
sensor by applying it to a soft deformable structure. The conductive textile was
placed and fixed around a foam-made cylindrical structure and different test were
performed while in this configuration. The system was tested in the task of de-
tecting touch events, as already discussed earlier, and bending of the underlying
structure. Here we will discuss only the second case since the touch either on soft
or hard substrate has been already discussed in the previous sections. The foam-
made cylinder was bent in a u-shape ten times and for each of the configuration
a set of measurements was acquired. The results suggest that when compared
with other type of applied stimuli the returned conductivity map shows a different
detected inhomogeneity. This has a more elongated shape and fills most of the
domain in length. By properly classifying the shape and values of the detected
inhomogeneities it is possible to identify what is acting on the sensor surface or
beneath it in the underlying structure. One of the main limitations of the method
is related to the proximity of applied pressure points. In fact, if too close they can
be merged together due to the low resolution of the technique. If this is the case, it
is possible to misinterpret the applied stimuli as a bending point of the structure.
8.7 Single Point Deflection and Angle Estimation
A last series of experiments with the two-dimensional sensor was carried out to
prove the capability of the system to detect and measure a single specific event (i.e.
bending of a two link rigid arm). The textile-based sensor was wrapped around
the elbow area of a two link arm that was bent from 0◦ to 90◦ with steps of 15◦.
After acquiring the measurements at the initial configuration, we acquired and
reconstructed the changes in the conductivity map for all the others. In each of
the returned images only the central region was considered since the elbow was
acting there. The detected inhomogeneity was analysed and its maximum value,
and its area (i.e. number of pixel having 75% or more of the maximum value de-
tected) have been stored. These data were used to fit a calibration curve that can
be used to identify the angle value accordingly to the returned maximum value
or area from the data analysis. The method has shown to be effective, but has
some limitation related to the low resolution of the sensor and the repeatability
of the measurements. This can be caused by using only eight electrodes, and by
the smoothing coefficient used in the regularisation step of the inverse solving.
Additionally, since the textile changes its conductivity over time if stretched con-
tinuously, it is necessary to calibrate again the sensor when a large discrepancy in
the measurements are detected.
8.8 Sensing a Continuum Soft Deformable Structure
The last series of experiments were made to prove the feasibility of using the pro-
posed EIT based method in the soft robotics three-dimensional domain. In order
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to prove this, a volume of conductive silicone-based sensor that change conduc-
tivity when stretched or bent was developed. The method was used to retrieve
information about structural changes of the sensor, to obtain information about
elongation and bending point. The use of a single array of electrode, as in all the
previously two-dimensional cases, has shown not to be effective mainly because the
structure under study is a complex three-dimensional volume. For this reason, we
implemented two arrays of electrodes that were tested in different configurations to
identify which of them returns the best information and thus better discriminates
between different events applied to the body.
The results for each situation showed a similar but distinguishable behaviour
that helped discriminating the two events when compared. In both cases, the
reconstructed conductivity map had the form of a volume contained between the
two arrays of electrodes. In the elongation case, since the body was hanging from
one side and a fixed weight was attached to the other end, the volume indicating
changes in the conductivity is collinear to the main axis of the cylinder With
the increase of the weight, the returned volume became wider. By changing the
number of the electrodes for each arrays the results became more clear, but no
noticeable changes could be observed when the array was placed with a different
orientation (i.e. 15◦ with respect to the main axis). Regarding the results of the
bending experiments, the reconstructed structure had a more compact shape and
it was not positioned on the main axis, but slightly moved on one of its sides. This
is due to the different orientation of the sensor and the direction of the applied
force and the consequences of its application to the body. As before, if the number
of electrodes increased there was a sharpening in the results and no noticeable
effect due the change of orientation of the array. It is interesting to notice that
when a higher force acts on the sensor, the reconstructed volume assumes a shape
that is similar to the one returned for the elongation case. The reason can be
attributed to the fact that the whole structure is deformed as a consequence of
the applied force.
9Conclusions & Future Works
In this research we addressed the problem of providing dedicated sensing tech-
nology for the emerging field of soft robotics. After an in depth analysis of the
current state of the art, we proposed a different approach compared to the most
common transduction methods such as resistive or capacitive “matrix”. In this
work, we explored and realised an Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) sensor
that has been used to detect deformations on soft and flexible materials. The use
of such a technique allows removing most of the rigid components from the sensing
area that can, theoretically, be made as wide as the device’ surface. To test this
approach, two sensors were developed: i) a conductive textile-based one, and ii) a
silicone-based sensor.
Since the early stages of this research, we decided to develop all the com-
ponents needed. This was motivated by the lack of off-the-shelf technologies (if
medical-grade systems are not considered), and also to have the full control of the
each phase of the data acquisition and image processing. In addition, this choice
allowed us to develop a more compact system than the one currently available
on the marker, that can be applied to different situations by properly tuning its
parameters.
We verified the proposed method and developed sensors by a series of experi-
ments that considered different configurations and application scenarios. In all of
these, the sensor performed correctly not only in the identification of the single
stimuli applied by providing the correct location (in the cm-range), but also in
the discrimination between stimuli. The system was further tested to prove the
adaptability to different rigid, semi-rigid, and soft substrates. In the latter case
we also tested the capability of the system to detect changes of the underlying
structure (i.e. bending), and the presence of stiff components placed within the
soft substrate. A last series of experiments, focused on using EIT on a silicone-
based continuum soft-bodied device. Here, we exploited the principle that the
robot’s body is the sensor. In fact, the sensor has been made conductive by using
carbon fibres in the mixture and EIT was applied on it. The system (body and
sensor), even with the intrinsic limitations due to the low spatial resolution of the
technique, proved to be effective under different situations.
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Contribution of This Work
The main contribution of the work is to introduce the Electrical Impedance Tomog-
raphy to the field of deformable structures. This approach can be used in future
applications such those involving soft robotic where there are strong requirements
on the deformability and adaptability of the technology used in these robotic de-
vices. The use of the EIT technique allows continuous distributed sensing without
the need of active components directly embedded within or beneath the sensing
area. A direct consequence of the use of this approach is the simplification of the
fabrication process (the sensing area can be any conductive material) and a smooth
extension to higher resolution. In addition, the absence of cables in the sensing
area allows the developed of smart skins with a wider surface that can easily adapt
to different substrates and shapes. These are features that are not always achiev-
able with the classical transduction methods. Moreover, an important advantage
of EIT is related to the architecture of the evaluation system. In fact, in order to
increase the spatial resolution, the number of active components increases linearly
with the length of the sensing area boundary, rather than with its area. This can
be advantageous in terms of both cost and power consumption, and reduces the
computation time during the voltage acquisition.
While the concept of EIT based sensing has been already exploited to create
sensing structure in the past, the main applications were limited to touch detection
over stiff substrate. Here, the developed sensor presents additional simplifications
and hardware modularity that allows its use in situations where not only the sensor
should adapt to different geometries, but also when the underlying structure can
change its shape.
Future Directions
This research provided positive results, but still several improvements can be made
in order to achieve even better results. These include the development of a larger
electronic skin with higher density of active components, while keeping the fo-
cus on fast processing for real-time applications by exploring different coupling
schemes. Additional work should also be done on the hardware, by adding a signal
conditioning stage to ensure more precise measurements. Furthermore, coupling
the current sensing methodology with capacitive measurements may provide ad-
ditional information, and increase the performance in the detection of conductive
an non-conductive objects applied on the sensor surface [7]. Finally, to boost the
performance of the sensor for the specific application of the robot and its geometry,
it is possible to customise the electrode placements, and the current injection and
measurement patterns.
Application to the Soft Robotic Domain
The use of the proposed approach opens a new path in the research related to soft
robotics. Either the use of the conductive silicone alone, or its combination with the
EIT method can produce interesting applications for this new generation of robots.
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Among these, fabrication of self-sensing fingers for anthropomorphic hands can be
one of the possible applications. Together with this, the development of artificial
conductive skins that can be used to cover artificial limbs—either soft or hard—
and provide information on the position where a contact occurs. The technique can
also be used in combination with “classical” actuation mechanism for soft robots
such as pneumatic muscles. In fact, instead of being made as a simple chamber in
the robot’ structure, can be covered by the conductive silicone that can be used
as a pressure-change sensitive layer.
Application to Other Domains
Looking to other possible future applications, the developed sensors provide some
essential functionalities not only for the field mentioned above, but the sensing
capability can also be applied in other fields where it is important to understand
the changes in the morphology of the underlying structure without effecting it.
Among these, the most straightforward to implement are those related to human-
robot interaction. The use of EIT based sensing can support the development
of interfaces that deform under the user action and thus provide a more natural
feeling. An additional field that can take advantages of EIT based sensing is the one
related to the development of medical tools. Among these, remote tactile displays,
or sensors for deformable endoscope are the ones in which this technology can have
a beneficial impact.
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